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IN PA RADISE
Ten virtual strangers share a house on a rugged Caribbean island,
beautifying the streets and creating trash disposal remedies for natives.
No, it's not Survivor or another "reality TV show." It's 10 JMU alumni

in the first-ever Alumni Alternative Service Break project in Dominica.
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) ~ Alvin V. Baird Jr. knows what it's like

to grow up with a learning disability. Now he and
his wife, Nancy Chappelear Baird ('40), have made
JMU's largest gift ever to help others overcome
similar learning challenges. Their $1.5 million
contribution also challenges others to help create
a $2 million endowment for the university's new
Attention and Learning Disabilities Center.
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size them into the education that it deliv-

dents have weekly "reflection sessions" to

ers to its students. The mission of James

talk about what's going on in class, in the

Madison University today is to prepare
our graduates to lead productive

sociology professor for whom the pro-

"24/7" world, a world in which

gram is named, who put into practice at

To do this successfully re-

JMU the theory that reflection cements
hands-on experiences, hones leadership

quires that we offer an educa-

skills, makes classroom lessons more vital

tion that reaches beyond the

and personally relevant, and helps shape a

traditional classroom to equip

graduate who can lead a productive life

graduates with the strength of

and make meaningful contributions.

character and self-confidence

The Quad's Ashby Hall now functions

to know that they can be agents

as an international living center, an

of positive change in a world

intensely focused microcosm of diversity

that whirls all around them.
For decades at JMU we have

connect us to the Internet and to the office

It was Dr. Cecil Bradfield, the retired

and meaningful lives in this new
everything happens "now."

Today, we carry electronic devices that

residence hall and elsewhere on campus.

that students will encounter after they
graduate. JMU students from around the

known - and shown - that pro-

globe join American JMU students in

viding experiential learning oppor-

Ashby and participate in the newly

tunities helps students develop a sense

formed Madison International Program.

of self that will serve them throughout

Each international student rooms with an

life. It is these experiences that enable an

American student -

undergraduate to begin, in the words of

designed to foster an understanding of

an arrangement

Diogenes, to "know thyself." At JMU,

each other's cultures and an understand-

opportunities for students to acquire that

ing of themselves. All of the students in

sense of self occur around the clock, per-

the program -

fectly suited to our "24/7" world.

participate in a series of events that include

more than 60 of them -

These opportunities even reach into

lectures, speakers and international dinners.

from anywhere. We expect to be paged -

our residence halls, where resident advis-

The heart of learning at James Madison

needed -

at any time to deal with a new

ers present formal programs on commu-

University is -

set of variables and circumstances, which

nity involvement, academic achievement,

classroom led by a dedicated and skilled

and always will be -

a

may be dramatically different than they

personal growth, healthy study skills, atti-

faculty member. But a JMU education is

were yesterday or just an hour ago.

tude and behavior. Residence hall pro-

distinguished by much more. Around the

Our culture is comparable only to the

grams have a strong focus on academics

clock and in all corners of campus, JMU

Renaissance in terms of the transforma-

and draw heavily on professors, some of

offers an expanded potential for learning.

tions that we are experiencing. We are

whom act as "faculty friends" to students

Through these experiences, our under-

seeing a major shift in the way society

in residence halls throughout the year.

graduates have the opportunity to become

organizes itself and a dramatic increase in

In a new residence life program this

successful, engaged citizens who can thrive

the speed at which it operates. The nature

year, 36 freshmen residing in a wing of

meaningfully in today's constantly trans-

of work is changing, ideas regarding com-

Chesapeake Hall are living and studying

forming world.

merce are changing, the transactions of

together in a self-governing community.

everyday life are changing. And so are the

The Bradfield Learning Community stu-

expectations upon all of us; we are expected

dents participate in leadership and serv-

to respond and adapt immediately.

ice-learning programs and enroll in the

The job of a premier university is to

same general-education course, "Individ-

anticipate society's demands and synthe-

ual and Community Perspectives." Stu-

Linwood H. Rose
President

'I AM HUMAN. EILEEN NELSON TAUGHT ME THAT}

Eileen Nelson leads a discussion during one of her final classes.
Story by David Hi I/grove ('79)

Eileen Nelson hos been there
with me for every one of them.
In middle schools, I've dealt
with the mixed emotions of the
adolescent female. I've put up
with the giggling, the anger
turned to laughter tumed to
tears, and the paralyzing indifference. Fve restrained feelings
of revenge when 115-pound
boys threaten full-grown adults
with their attitude. Yve watched
nerds grow into real people.
Eileen Nelson served as on
unpaid consultant throughout
much of that purgatory on Earth.
In elementary schools, I've
wiped tears ow~ hugged fears
away and given enough highfives to eom on NBA title. I
hove seen the sod-eyed, the
wide-eyed and the blind-eyed.

Quinn tells summer
graduates ta ,are
about demaEraEy
The executive
director of Montpelier, the historic
home of James
and Dolley Madison, told
JMU's 607 summer graduates
to "care about democracy."
Michael C. Quinn addressed
summer graduates on July 28
before JMU President Linwood H. Rose conferred their
academic degrees.
Quinn said, "Although at
its inception the U.S. Constitution was immediately recognized as an oddball thing, and
as such was ridiculed, it has
matured in only two centuries
into a powerful idea which has
transformed the world. . ..

I om personally responsible for Eileen Nelson's retirement, and I feel terrible.
No one should be expeded
to run as hard or do as much
os I hove asked of her, and
yet she continues to give. And I
suppose I hove sucked all the
energy out of her heaven-sent
life. Let me explain. I om o
public school teacher.
Much to the dismay and
confusion of children who've
encountered me in public, I
shop for groceries on my own,

om married with children, and
I even go to the bathroom
when given the opportunity. I
om human.
Eileen Nelson taught me that.
Because of on unusually
good stroke of luck, I hove
fought at all three levels of

education. In high schools, I've
felt complete joy when the
proverbial light bulb comes on
in that stubbom leomer's head.
I've seen success stories, and
I've been o port of fontostic
comebacks. Converse~ I've
endured bod ploys, poor song
contests, notoriously skill-less
athletic contests and other nameless gatherings. I've pushed
constitutional amendments, govemmentol concepts and philosophical differences harder than
any insurance salesmen Fve met.
I've been thunderstruck by the
emotional roller coasters of teen
pregnancies, broken romances,
foiled college admissions and
alcoholic parents. And I've
hugged entire families, tearfilled with joy that their son
was the first family graduate.

EILEEN NELSON
STOOD PROUDLY
IN THE CORNER
OF MY HEART AS

Quite simply, there is no idea
in all of history that has been
more successful in providing
democracy and liberty to
individuals than the American
Constitution. And there is no

I EXTENDED HER

idea that has been as successful

LEGACY ACROSS

in enabling people of different
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ethnicities and religions and

THE COMMON-

races to live together in peace

WEALTH.

and freedom."
Quinn urged the graduates

Eileen (which I never dared
to coll her as on undergrad)
mode it into the high school hallways with me. She was role
model, confidante, friend and
mentor. She was hero, she was
star. She showed me why; she
told me wh~ and she mode
me wont to.
I took every doss she offered
(five I believe), so I knew her
CONTINUED PAGE 6

to carry part of James Madison's untiring devotion to
democracy with them into the
future. "James Madison's view
of democracy can continue to
bind the American people only
if it is shared by all Americans. We will not succeed if
we as a people respond to the
complexities of modern life
with 'I don't have a clue' or
CONTINUED PAGE 7

J

saw through the seH-conscious,
anxiety-ridden teen-ager who
was me and told me of the
great future I was to become.

PROFESSORS You LovE
CONTINUED FROM PAGES
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as instructor. I loved her humor,
her style, her manner and her
enormous eyes (which showed
every emotion I've ever felt).
She came into my life when I
finally began to care about
something in life. Who's to say
she isn't the reason, rather
than the coincidence?
I almost minored in psychology in her classes alone. W"dhout question, my favorite was
adolescent psycholon a course
that awakened whatever gifts
I've given to teens across Virginia in the '80s.
Additionally, I knew her
because I had a campus job
where I earned the astounding
rate of $1.90 per hour. I carried
audiovisual equipment around

campus for professors. Most
professors treated me as a
grunt, a paid employee, but as
you can imagine, Eileen always
treated me as though I brought
her gold and frankincense. I sat
in on many of her classes,
sometimes contnouting, and felt
as though I was overpaid.
It was in one of those classes
where I sat as ufilm projector
boy," in the waning days of
my senior year, that I realized
that for me, Eileen Nelson is
Maslow, Erickson, Kohlberg,
Piaget and Freud. She didn't
tell me about them, nor simply
demand their information from
me. She became these great
thinkers and she made me
feel them to truly get to know
their powerful lessons.
Eileen Nelson is M. Scott
Peck, Wayne Dyer, Leo Buscalia
and Robert Ludlum. She just
hasn't sold as many books. She

Eileen Nelson appeared
whenever I encouraged students, gave public presentations or addressed the PTA.
Equally important, Eileen Nelson made a cameo mental
appearance every time I analyzed an athletic team cut list,
explained to a child why she
flunked or consoled a family
at a funeral of a boy far too
young to die.
Eileen Nelson is everything
good about me. I love her, as
do hundreds of other students
who met this woman who was
willing to risk her heart for our
future. I went to classes as a
skinn~ goofy-haired idealistic
typical college dolt, yet I went
on to influence hundreds of
teen-age lives. Thank you

of this phenomenal university.

You've affeded all of our eternities, because you will never
fully know where your influence will end. M
ABOUT TIIE PROFESSOR

During her 27 years at JMU,

psychology professor Eileen

Nelson advised more lhan 8,000
students, supervised 35 honors

theses and 25 graduate theses,
created the departmenYs Peer
Advising Cenler, served as sports

psychologist for the men's bas-

ketball team and gave pennanent residence to Duke Dogs Ill

and IV. Nelson, who is married
to

retired political science pro-

fessor Wilriam Nelson, retired
in June 2000.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR

David Hillgrove

Eileen. You've been as much a
part of me as you have been

has taught in West
'I.II-

1

Point, Ya., and the

E GAVE SO FEARLESSLY OF HER-

Metro-Richmond area since 1979.

SELF THAT SHE HAS LIVED ON IN ME.

He has taught K-5, middle

BECAUSE SHE MADE HUMAN GROWTH

school, high school and adult

AND DEVELOPMENT COME ALIVE, SHE

education and spent eight years
in publishing, writing sports sto-

BRANDED THE MATERIAL IN MY HEAD

ries and parent columns. David

WITH THE SAME MARKETING ZEAL AS THE

and Dorothy ('81) have three

XEROX COPY, THE KLEENEX TISSUE OR

children: Elizabeth, 13, Olristine,

THE IBM COMPUTER.

11, and Katie, l

Professors you L VE -

Ml tie, (Jl(e.s-1 (1« /gv,e, t(J iate,

So who inspired you (even if the inspiration didn't feel good at the time)? As long
as the love/ hate keeps flowing, Montpelier will keep publishing your stories.

Tell Montpelier about that special JMU professor, past or present. If MontpeUer runs your entry, you will receive $100. Entries will be edited for
content and length. Send your submissions of 500 words or less to montpelier@jmu.edu or to Montpelier, 26 Medical Arts, MSC 5718, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA, 22807. (Include your name and daytime phone number.)

react to the injustice of our

McKee, who works pri-

still-imperfect world with 'I

marily with JMU's postgraduate students, joined the fac-

couldn't care less."'
Quinn added, "So in the

ulty in 1973. "All of us who

spirit of James Madison, the

have had the honor of seeing

eponym of your alma mater

Ed teach know how much he

and father of the Constitu-

deserves this award;' says

tion, I urge you to help keep

psychology professor Lennis

alive the idea of the Ameri-

Echterling. "For over 25 years

e time when Peter Romanoff [Peter the Great] was born,

Ed has been a dynamic

every aspect of Russian life was dominated by traditions that had
remained unchanged for centuries. Peasants, priests and czars were
born into a world of ornamental display and of drunken peasants
and raw sewage running in the streets. It was a strange combination of extreme wealth and extreme squalor all mixed together.
Peter witnesses this terrible massacre [spurred in 1682 by the
czar's Strelsi, or special soldiers}, and for the rest of his life he will
have a real pathological hatred and fear of the old ways, the old
traditions and the old spaces, as well. . . . Peter became open to
new and more western ideals. For Peter, delay was like death.
- Alex de Jonge, professor of French and Russian and
author of Fire and Water: A Life of Peter the Great. Featured on
.Biography - Peter the Great: the 'Iyrant Reformer on A&E (the
Arts & Entertainment Channel) June 28, 2000.

can nation. .. . It is a powerful idea, but only if it is

teacher, a challenging trainer

upheld by every individual

and an inspiring mentor of

who calls himself an Ameri-

hundreds of highly successful

can. My charge to you, as you

counselors. He is a master

go forward with your com-

counselor himself and deserves

pleted education, is strive

this national recognition."

never to be the person who
responds, 'I don't care."'
Quinn's primary role at

ACES is a founding division of the American Counseling Association.

M

Montpelier is to lead the
efforts to preserve the estate,
legacy and ideals of James
Madison, the fourth U.S. president. Located near Orange,
Va., Montpelier receives about
80,000 visitors annually.
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U.S. news ranks
Jmu na. 1 in
the South , ~. .
JMU is the
top~ratedpub~c
regional um-

·'
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versity in the South for the
seventh straight year, accord-

Professor wins
nation's tap prize in
a:aunselar edua:atian

Report annual college rank-

Psychology pro-

ings. JMU also moved up a

ing to the U.S. News & World

JMU alumni, professors and students cited in the news

I fell in love with clay the first moment I touched it. ... It's like
throwing cottage cheese. The clay can easily collapse. . . . Under
the emperors of the Sung dynasty, potters relied on the harmony
of simple shapes and glassy glazes for decoration. Back then, if a
potter failed to please the emperor, his hands were cut off
Carving porcelain is almost like performing surgery, but now I
don't have to worry about malpractice insurance.
-

Cliff Lee (M.A. '76), Pennsylvania potter. featured in

Traditional Home magazine's Porcelain Perfection (September

fessor J. Edson "Ed"

notch to tie for second place

McKee received the

among all public and private

2000). A former neurosurgeon, Lee was born in Taiwan. He

1999-2000 Associa-

Southern regional universities.

left a successful medical career at age 27 to earn a master of

tion for Counselor Education

"Admittedly, one can place

arts and begin making one-of-a-kind hand-thrown (and

Distin-

too much significance on

guished Professional Service

magazine polls of college and

and

Supervision

carved) porcelain.

Award, the nation's top prize

university excellence," says

There is no doubt when you hire a personal trainer in sports

in counselor education. The

JMU President Linwood H.

honor was given at the ACES
world conference in March
in Washington, D.C., and
again in August at the 108th
American Psychological Association convention, also held
in the nation's capitol.

Rose. "The 'best' college or

you are saying that [you] want to try to develop this person to
their maximum. You're saying, too, that itis extremely important.

university for each student

When you put so much importance on it, it's hard for kids to keep

depends on that individual

perspective and the people working with them to keep persp.

student's needs and desires,
not on a national poll. Nonetheless, it is always gratifying
to see JMU included as one
CONTINUED PAGE 8

- Challace McMillan, professor of sports psycholoJn
coaching education, in the Washington Post, July 18, 2000.
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of the top institutions of its
type in America - particularly in the U.S. News survey,
which is by far the most
intensive and objective of
any of the magazine surveys.
Rose added, "This recognition is a reflection of the
high quality of JMU's faculty,
staff and student body. I am
grateful for all their efforts
and hard work."
To conduct its academic
rankings, U.S. News surveyed
1,400 four-year colleges and
universities nationwide. JMU
has consistently been ranked
high by U.S. News since the
magazine began its annual
poll nearly 20 years ago.

training in English."
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Students in the English department have taken that sentiment
to heart. They are publishing not
only prose, fiction, essays and
poetry, but their own animated
"flash" poetry at the new
webzine - Creative Writing at
JMU. The brainchild of English
professor Mark Facknitz, the student literary webzine was developed last year with the help of
a JMU Center for Instructional
Technology grant and technical
support from CIT.
Facknitz says, "My intention
for the webzine was for it to
serve as an important part of our
students' experiences with publications and also to help them
grasp the shifts in how the audi-

OIHER JMU UTERARY JOURNAi$
gardyloo
• Published quarterly by JMU's
Literary Arts Society.
• gardy loo, James Madison
Universit,; 800 S. Main St.,
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
• gardynews@yahoo.com
Sympoison
• Published by JMU's Psi Sigma
chapter of Sigma Tau Delta.
• The Journal, clo Dr. Marina Favl'la
James Madison University

Department of English
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
Fugue
• Published yearly by the JMU
Honors Program.
• Fugue, clo Professor Joyce

students. The English department's mission is ever growing and evolving because we
want our majors to be as
proficient in the world of
electronic communications as
in more traditional media.
"Creative Writing at JMU
is an excellent forum for our
undergraduate and graduate
students to share their amazing talents and to be architects of their own learning,"
Facknitz says. ''They're also
showcasing what they have
learned in the Creative Writing Program. ... The webzine

Wszalek, James Madison Univer-

is a good vehicle for prospec-

sity Honors Program, Hillcrest
Hall, Harrisonburg, VA 22807

tive students to see that JMU
is a great place to study creative writing. And, it will

ence of today and tomorrow can be reached....

help our graduates, whether or not they took cre-

Currently, we draw our content from work gener-

ative writing courses while they were here, to

ated in the JMU creative writing classes. How-

keep in touch with the university."

ever, we do plan to create summer issues dedicated to alumni work. And eventually, we hope

For more information on Creative Writing at
JMU contact Mark Facknitz at facknima@jmu.edu. ·~·

"In most of those surveys, JMU has been the highest ranked regional public
university in the South;' says
Rose. "I am pleased that JMU
has not only maintained its
high ranking, but has actually moved up in the polls
and enhanced its academic
reputation score during a
period of enrollment growth
- a time when institutions
usually drop somewhat in
the rankings. Even though
JMU is in a period of growth,
it is significant to note that
the percentage of small classes
increased while the percentage
of larger classes decreased."
This year U.S. News ranked
SOS regional colleges and universities based on six criteria
including, academic reputation, retention rates, faculty
resources, student selectivity, financial resources and
alumni giving. ~

new D5Rr dassraam
bulldlng dedi1ated
with a smash
Two years and $23.6 million in the making, the largest

ments - communication sciMastering 3D Animation

ences and disorders, health
sciences, nursing, and social

Allworth Press, 2000

work -

ISBN: 1581150687

and the Center for

by Peter J. Ratner

Geographic Information Sci-

building on campus was offi-

ence. Some !SAT, computer

cially opened with a "smash-

science, biology and physics

ETER J. RATNER, associate pro•

fessor of art, has published his

ing" ceremony in August.

faculty offices also will be

Located at JMU's College of

housed in the building, and

second book, Mastering 3D Animation (Allworth Press, Sep-

Integrated Science and Tech-

classroom and lab space will

tember 6, 2000). Ratner, who founded and directs the computer

nology, the new building is a

be shared. Beginning in the

animation program at JMU, has also authored 3-D Human

four-story, 187,000 square-

spring, all of the five colleges

Modeling and Animation (John Wiley and Sons Press, 1996).

foot structure that adjoins

will be using classrooms and

the main Integrated Science
and

Technology/Computer

Science administrative building. To open access to the
new building, a barrier wall
was demolished during the

auditoria in the building.

Experts say Mastering 3D Animation, which includes sample animations and models on CD-ROM, promises to be an

M

industry standard for teaching 3D animation. The book has

Fram Romania,
with laue

industry leaders, including Franklin Londin, a computer graph-

Sculpture gift honors Carriers

ics supervisor with Digital Domain.

During the early 1990s,

dedication ceremony, with the

JMU established a partnership

initial hammer blows being

with the Romanian-Ameri-

delivered by President Lin-

can University in Bucharest,

wood H. Rose and CISAT

Romania, under the auspices

Interim Dean Jerry A. Benson.

of the university's Interna-

The new classroom build-

tional Education Program.

ing will house faculty and

Until recently however, contact

staff offices in four depart-

was one-way -

Romanian

CONTINUED PAGE JO

received many accolades and endorsements from animation

Londin says, "Most of the lessons are software independent
and conceptually generic enough to be helpful to any practitioner using any software. Ratner conveys many complicated
techniques in an understandable way. This book is chock full of
clever methods and techniques for modeling with polygons
and NURBS, as well as creating atmospheric FX, effective lighting, efficient character modeling, setup and animating:'
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Ratner's 480-page guide offers step-by-step instructions for

E
L

animators at all levels to learn how to create professional, stu-

A

I

dio-quality 3D models and animations. The book also covers
deformation tools, modeling human figures and expressive
facial animations, surfacing, composition and special effects.
Chris Tome, technical editor of 3D Magazine says, "Mastering 3D Animation is a well thought out, creatively conceived

resource for any artist wishing to explore the field of 3D design
and animation. Beginners, experienced 3D artists and teachers
will all find this book very useful."
Ratner, who joined the JMU faculty in 1989, has displayed
his original paintings, animations and computer graphics in
numerous artistic and industry exhibitions. Graduates of his
computer animation program are currently working for such
high-profile animation studios as PIXAR, Metrolight Studios
and Blizzard.
"Mastering 3D Animation is a wonderful book, which docu-

ments the fine art of digital character animation;' says James
Houska, a lead 3D character animator with Eidos Interactive.
"This book is a must-have for learning this skill, and it is an
excellent resource and reference for more advanced users." M
President Rose dedicates JMU's largest building after smashing a barrier wall.
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Foreign translation grad Rumiko Lane
In her 39th-floor office
overfooking Patil Avenue,
Rumiko lane ('00) is speaking
French to a professional translator on line I, has an Italian
translator holding on line 2
and has six more corporate
translation projects waiting on
her desk for the clay. And it's
only 8:30 a.m. Monday.
lane, originally from Hartford, Conn., walked into the
offices of Manhattan's TransPerfect Translations Inc. on
May 10 Oust four days after
graduation), and was hired
"on the spot." TransPerfect, one
of the wortd's Top 10 transla-
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lion firms, hired her as an
assistant project manager it
the firm's Italian/French production cl'nrision, where she
manages translation profects
varying in delail and cl'dfkully

words to more than
15,000, sometimes with less
than a day's tum-around no11ce.
"We are truly a global
campalll" says lane. "iansPerfect woiils with over 3,000
free-lance and professional
foreign translators, wartdwide..
from 10

W'dh 17 satellite offices
around the wortd and across
the nation to obtain clients
and profects, the actual trans-

Photo by Leah Hershberger
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States. Now, students are cross-
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mum of the person's personal-

artistic production credit

one of the first Romanian

ity." He adds, "We Romanians

belongs to his young partner,

businessmen to privatize a

have an expression for this,

Alexandru Serafim Poteca, a

government-run company. He

'the person is in full-flower of

senior at the Arts Academy of

who

converted a metal fabricating

his age.' Therefore it should

Bucharest. "My contribution;'

attended JMU, earned his B.A.

plant, which produced parts

be a representation that would

he says modestly, "consisted

and M.B.A. Rupen's father,

for the military, to a privately

balance the maximum of a

in the technical aspects."

Tudorel Balca, is an active

owned company, which now

person's power, energy and

But in the process Balca

supporter of RAU and its

creates decorative sculpture

the lived life, the destiny

discovered a passion for sculp-

partnership with JMU. He

for parks and public build-

being imprinted on the facial

ture that he never knew he

ings worldwide.

expression of the person.''

Rupen Balca, one of the
Romanian

students

Chancellor Ronald E. Carrier
and wife, Edith, examine sculpture gifts made in their honor.

has achieved much success as

had. "Now, I know that these
works are just a beginning

In gratitude to former

Balca began shaping in

JMU president and Chancellor

clay, gypsum and wax in May

for me and a dose of courage

Ronald Carrier and his wife,

1999, and the casting process

for a young artist obsessed

Edith, for their support of

began on Christmas Eve. He

with the idea 'are they going

RAU and Romania, Balca cre-

completed the sculptures in

to like my vision?"'

ated busts in their honor for

March 2000, and the three

In Romania, they like the

Carrier Library. He felt repre-

busts, each weighing 50-60

vision. Other customers have

sentation of"human physiog-

kilograms, arrived on cam-

already commissioned similar

pus in July. Balca feels the

works. In America, Chancellor

nomy represents the maxi-

.......

lotion work is done through
lane's New York-based office,
where 90 staff members and
trm!Slators man the word alack,
24 hours a dell translating
into 100 different languages.
lane, who manages an
average of five to 10 projects
eoch dell is constontly on the
phone, faxing or e-mcn1ing to
hire translators for eoch new
projed; defining the specific
technical aspects of a projed
with cm account manager; mcmaging the produdion budget
and ensuring that translators
meet projed deadlines.

"We handle almost any
foreign translation projed that
you can imagine,,. says lane.
"We've translated legal and
medical documents, invention
patents, conversational interpretations from 1V newscasts

to court transcriptions or video
transcriptions. You name it,
we've probably done it. One
of my projects today was the
Engrish-to-French translation of
a purple glue-stick label, for a
produd to be sold in Canada.
... Some individual projeds
need to be translated into as
many as six different languages.
And we work with all kinds of
businesses, individuals, international corporations and Fortune 500 companies. The work
is done on such a global scale.

"Most of the translators that
I hire speak fluently in several
clffarent languages,,. lane adds.
"Maintoining quarity control on
so many projects in such a
short time frame is very challenging. You have to learn to
prioritize because there are
always multiple projeds. For-

eign translation is definitely a
field for perfectionists. It's such
a demanding and technical
field. There are so many technical references and resources
that translators must utir11e
and so much research that must
be done. But to see a 15,000word translation be turned
around in 24 hours is amazing.
It's truly an art."
lane, who majored in modern foreign languages and
minored in specialized translation (concentrating in French),
was one of JMU's first translation studies program graduates. She speaks French fluently and has studied Spanish
and Japanese.
Christophe R6thore, who
directs the translation studies
program in JMU's Department
of Foreign languages, says, "I

consider Rumiko's success to
be, indi~ the most important ochievement of our program. She has great potential,
and the people at TransPerfed
saw that right away. Rumiko is
our perfed success story. ."
Even though many companies
are in dire need of translation
graduates, there are very few
translation studies programs
like JMU's ocross the country."
JMU also established Madi-

son Unguistic Services, a translation com~ that wi11 compete with private sedor translation companies and offer job
opportunities for students. This
fall the program began offering a new minor in translation
and a certificate in translation
to adult students and professional translators. M
- Michelle Hite ('88)
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and Mrs. Carrier are thrilled.

during the past year, accord-

The busts will be housed

ing to Mitch Moore, vice

in the Carrier Library. 1,1

- Nancy Bondurant Jones

Private giving
taps S3.B million

president for development.

MFIAiiY.11

- -

Excellence

"Major gifts from alumni and
friends help us build the
endowment, and the endow-

donors for making a difference at JMU Between May 15 and Aug. 12, 2000,

ment's investment income is

these friends made charitable gifts of $25,000 or more. Their contributions
help JMU increase its margin of excellence in higher education.

At the end of fiscal year

returned to JMU to meet
essential needs and to fund

tion had received $3,858,599

inventive programs. Endow-

in private gifts, and alumni

ment dollars are essential in

donations of $1.9 million

giving JMU flexibility in offer-

accounted for 50 percent of

ing more competitive schol-

Stephen R. ('78) and
Dee Dee Collins Leeolou ('78)
Charlotte, N.C.
Alumni Center Project

the total. The remaining gifts

arships, creating more cutting-

Lettie Pate Whitehead
Foundation

came from Duke Club mem-

edge programs, building more

Atlanta, Ga.

bers, parents, corporations,

state-of-the-art facilities, and

organizations, foundations

recruiting and retaining world-

Merck, Sharpe & Dohme

class faculty. We are grateful

Elkton, Va.
Chemistry Department

and friends of the university.
Fund raising for JMU's

for the continued support of

endowment was a major focus

alumni, parents and friends.'~
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James Madison University extends its sincere thanks to the following

1999-2000, the JMU Founda-

F
A

Mr. and Mrs. Steven D. Parrott
Arlington, Va.
'1ESSIE" Scholarship

Donald E. ('82) and Kathryn
W. Rhymer ('SI)
La Canada-Flintridge, Calif.
Madison Screenwriting Scholarship

Whitehead Scholarship

Verizon Communications
(formerly GTE), Manassas, Va.
GTE Minority F.xce/lence Scholarship
GTE - Links for Lireracy Program

denly from the Mystics in July.

Betsy Blose takes basketball from home court
to Mystical levels
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tant coaches stayed on to work

she says. "Obviously it's a

says some people

with the interim head coach.

whole different level. But, it's
the same game."

her

cum Laude with a B.S. in kine-

The experience was not a

siology in 1984. She also

wasted one for Blose, who

became a volunteer coach with

earned her master's in kinesi-

under NCAA rules was not

is used to being a pioneer.

the WNBA Washington Mys-

ology from JMU in 1991.

allowed to be paid for her

She was part of the univer-

Was

she

trying

Blose, a former JMU guard,

to

Blose joined the Mystics

work with the Mystics because

sity's first recruiting class to

get a foot in the door to coach-

staff after she met head coach

she had a contract with Shep-

receive scholarship money

ing in the pro ranks? "That

Nancy Darsch and assistant

herd during the academic

for women's basketball (1980).

was not my motivation," she

coach Melissa Mcferrin last

year. "I was involved in staff

And, she was part of the last

year when the NBA's Wash-

meetings where we discussed

graduating class at Monte-

ington Wizards (owned by the

strategies and concepts;' says

video High School in nearby

Blose says of hooking on with

same company that runs the

Blose, "I have a lot of confi-

Penn Laird. "All your great

the Mystics. "I wanted to be

Mystics) were in training camp

dence in myself. Darsch was

(basketball) role models were

around the game in the sum-

at Shepherd.

very receptive to my ideas."

men back then;' she says of

mer. I felt I was getting stale,

Blose told Darsch and Mc-

And Blose doesn't hesitate

and I wanted a broader back-

Ferrin (now the team's gen-

to try new things. In August

before the WNBA was estab-

ground on teaching concepts."

eral manager) of her interest

1999, she and her senior cap-

lished in 1997.

the era, nearly two decades

Blose, a native of Harrison-

in working with the Mystics.

tain at Shepherd, Jennifer

Blose was a co-captain for

burg, has been head women's

The experience came to a

Chapman, toured Sweden and

two of her seasons as a Duke.

basketball coach at Division

premature end when Darsch,

Denmark as members of the

She was a graduate assistant

II Shepherd College in West

former head coach at Ohio

Planet Basketball Select All-

coach for one season and an

Virginia for the past five

State and the WNBA's New

Star team. Blose was an assis-

assistant coach for seven years.

sea ons. She was a four-year

York Liberty, resigned sud-

tant coach with the team.

She was also part of the

V
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Olympian Vicky Bullett. "You
are in awe in the beginning,"

player and assistant coach at

"I just wanted to learn,"

s

Darsch, not to continue with
the team, although two assis-

JMU and graduated magna

says emphatically.

J
A

the Mystics staff. One of the
team members is two-time

motives when she

tics.

M
E

After some soul searching,
Blose decided, out of loyalty to

Betsy Blose (84)
questioned

12

whelmed when she first joined

Blose and participant ,,
·'
""
s 01 a summer basketball program at Shepherd College

Blose's successes come as

1990-91 team that beat top-

no surprise to former JMU

ranked Penn State in the

head coach Shelia Moorman,

NCAA tournament. Blose says

who worked with Blose as

her mentors are Moorman

both a player and assistant

and former JMU assistant

coach. "It wasn't like she

Andy Morrison. "I learned

thought she wanted to coach.

the game of basketball under

She knew that she wanted to

them, and I will always be

coach;' says Moorman. "Blose

indebted to them."

used to go home after prac-

Blose adds that at some

tices and write out notes on

point she may try to become

what had just happened. She

a head coach at the Division

was serious about it. ... This

I level. With her background

was no accident;' adds Moor-

that seems like a goal that

man, who is now JMU's facil-

can be achieved. Moorman

ities and events coordinator.

confirms, "I definitely think

Blose (76-61 at Shepherd)

she's ready:'

says she was somewhat over-

- David Driver
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about learning disorders back then, but I
was able to alleviate most of my problems

lead paint and children with

with constant one-on-one math tutors. It

learning disabilities. As a hands-on mem-

wasn't until Professor Orton published his

ber of the ALDC Steering Committee, he

groundbreaking findings on learning prob-

immediately shared the article with Steve

lems that people began to understand. But

Evans, director of JMU's Human Develop-

I was in college by that time."

ment Center and the Attention and Learn-

And like Baird, many young people

Nnnc,• Ha 1t d
14

the relationship between

reach college-age before their learning dis-

ing Disabilities Center.
"We want to be active in this learning

abilities are ever diagnosed. According to

disabilities center;' says Baird. "Nancy and I

Nancy Chappelear Baird ('40) once

Lou Hedrick, director of JMU's Office of

chose to come forward in announcing this

gave a "quick but very detailed" his-

Disability Services, "Of the 420 students

gift because I hope it will encourage others

tory of Paris, Va., during Willard Scott's

registered with our office, 270 have disabil-

to give and help establish a $2 million

segment of the NBC Today Show. Orig-

ities which affect learning." Hedrick's staff

endowment for the center, so the programs

inally from Harrisonburg, Mrs. Baird

also serve students with physical and emo-

will continue to help others in the commu-

spent much of her youth at her father's

tional disabilities.

nity and beyond. The best thing for me is to

and uncle's family farm in Delaplane,

Baird says he was never teased as a child

where she also lived for 34 years. She

"who had arithmetic problems;' but laughs,

not all - but a great deal more than when

is an avid supporter of historic preser-

"I didn't have too much prestige, either."

I came along. It will be worth seeing the

know that someone will benefit -

maybe

vation and is working on an autobiog-

"Alvin's family was known for their hos-

difference this center will make in the lives

raphy for the Virginia Historical Society.

pitality," wife Nancy enthusiastically inter-

of young people. I've always thought that

She also edited a book about her great-

jects. "Most all the children loved Alvin."

you can create anything for yourself, no

aunt, Amanda Virginia Edmonds, who

The Bairds' affectionate rapport and gener-

matter what handicaps you have."

was a teenager during the Civil War.
Mrs. Baird graduated with a degree

ous spirit are evident from the moment

"The Bairds were honored with the

you meet the unselfish duo. Their 34-year

John Redstrom Award for Mental Health by

in education (mathematics major and

marriage has afforded them "not only the

the Virginia Mental Health Association,"

art history and English minors). She

privilege" but also the exceptional ability to

says Charles Crosson, director of planned

also studied architectural engineering

finish each other's sentences and share

giving at JMU. "There are eight different

at Virginia Polytechnic and State Uni-

many good-hearted belly laughs.

levels of philanthropy, with anonymous giv-

versity and was a naval architect in the

Baird, who considers himself a survivor

ing being the preeminent. We encouraged

U.S. Navy. Her original paintings adorn

of the "buck famine" (the Great Depres-

the Bairds to let us use their name with this

the walls of the Bairds' home, and she

sion), turned 84 on Oct. 6. Besides giving

gift, in order to encourage others to give to

explains the difference between her

JMU its largest gift ever, he has become a

the center; but this gift is as pure as philan-

and Alvin, laughing, "He's a ballroom

resource for information and an adviser to

thropy gets. Most donors focus only on

dancer, and I'm an old square dancer."

the ALDC. As an avid reader, he found a

accountability, but Alvin wants to be involved.

U.S. News & World Report article detailing

He is very helpful to the ALDC Steering

"WE KNEW THIS WAS THE BEST WAY TO USE OUR MONEY TO
HELP OTHERS. THAT'S WHAT LIFE'S ABOUT."

Committee, which also includes JMU faculty

ices, affordable parent training and staffing

members and representatives from the

of a Remedial Academic Services program.

community's mental health organizations."

One of the ALDC/area school system

Evans adds, "The Bairds' generous gift

partnership programs, Challenging Hori-

has been a tremendous boost to the ALDC's

zons, was established in Montevideo Mid-

mission to support service, training and

dle School in Penn Laird. Aimed at school

research in the areas of learning disabilities

children with Attention Deficit Hyperactiv-

and attention deficit hyperactivity disor-

ity Disorder, the program differs from

ders. We will be using the funds to add sup-

traditional

port to our current evaluation and treat-

approaches because Evans and his team of

An Army Air Force corporal who

ment programs and to add new programs

graduate and undergraduate psychology

entered WWII on March 4, 1941, Alvin

that provide remedial reading and math

students actually work with the youngsters

Baird saw his first plane at the age of 6

services. The funds will also provide teach-

at their school.

near his home in Facquier County. "It

mental-health

treatment

Alvi n Baird

ers with consultation and other resources,

This method differs dramatically from

was quite unusual to see a plane in

and will help us expand the number of

traditional outpatient care, which, "fre-

those days. I couldn't get a ride for

undergraduate and graduate students who

quently has difficulty successfully changing

nothing," he jokes. Baird was raised on

receive training in this field. The Bairds' gift

behavior outside of the therapy sessions,"

a 550-acre cattle farm, the former

greatly raises the level of services that we

says Evans. "We've added a parent training

home of Chief Justice John Marshall.

can provide children and their parents, and

component, and we get into the child's

He attended the universities of Mary-

we are pleased that Mr. Baird is taking an

world, because that's where the switches are

land and Virginia on the G.I. Bill.

active personal role."

that we can pull to make a difference."

Still in its first year, the ALDC has

He has flown solo across the United

The $1.5 million donation from the

States and to British Columbia, Canada,

already formed community partnerships

Bairds is a charitable lead trust gift. Five

and was a competitive ballroom dancer

with Harrisonburg Pediatrics, Rockingham

percent of the initial principal value will be

(Bronze medalist in Arthur Murray

Memorial Hospital's Behavioral Health

paid to the JMU Foundation for 15 years.

School of Dance competitions). This

Unit, and the special education programs

At the end of that time, the family will

summer, he read the History of Russia,

of the area's city and county schools. Parent

receive the principal plus any growth over

and he is a friend of TV weather per-

training classes, funded by the Bairds' gift,

and above the 5 percent payout. With a

sonality Willard Scott, who attended

will be jointly staffed by JMU, RMH and

charitable lead trust, the donor receives a

the same church in Delaplane.

Harrisonburg Pediatrics. The Baird gift will

reduction in the principal (estate) value

also fund ALDC staff positions, two gradu-

equal to the charitable deduction.

When Baird returned home from
WWII (1945), flying became a "real

ate assistantships, more extensive training

"No matter how you look at it;' says

serious pursuit." An instructor in

programs for undergraduates in the field of

Baird, "we knew this was the best way to

Florida taught him how to fly planes,

attention deficit disorders, contracts with

use our money to help others. That's what

which became his lifelong pursuit.

area psychologists to extend evaluation serv-

life's about." •

A

told it from a woman's point of view. This

wrote her first novel, Skeeball and the Secret

suggested dramas on nighttime television,

particular one really spoke to me -

it's a

of the Universe, in six months. Skeeball

veteran television writer and producer Bar-

personal story about single motherhood.

attracted the attention of an agent, and,

bara Hall ('82) has supplied Judging Amy, a

It's so much like my own life: single moth-

consequently, producer Gary David Gold-

slice of kinder, gentler prime-time fare.

erhood, being in a male-dominated profes-

berg. Soon after, Hall sold her first story to

sion. I don't get into these issues in big

Family Ties and was then hired by Newhart

ways, we get into them in subtle ways."

as a comedy writer.

MID THE GRITTY, parental-guidance-

Not without its own edge and subtle
wit, Judging Amy deals with the professional,
social and family life of a juvenile court

While Amy's future was uncertain for

Since that time, her credits have ranged

judge and divorced mother (Amy Brenne-

awhile, Hall cannot say the same about her-

from co-producer of Moonlighting and

man), her social worker mother (Tyne Daly)

self. Among friends and family, there was

co-executive producer of I'll Fly Away to

and 8-year-old daughter. The men in the

never any doubt that Hall was going to

consulting producer of Northern Exposure

show revolve around the women.

make it to the big time. The youngest of

and Chicago Hope. She says her proudest

Now one of CBS' top-rated dramas,

three children, Hall often collaborated on

achievement other than her daughter, Faith,

Judging Amy almost didn't make it. Hall is

stories with her older sister, Karen. And at 8

is having the chance to work with some of

the creator and executive producer of Judg-

years old, she already knew what career path

the best people in the business.

ing Amy and is credited with resuscitating a

lay ahead. As features editor of The Breeze,

She worked with Joshua Brand and

show that was near death. When the net-

she breezed in, edited her stories, pasted up

John Falsey on A Year in the Life and North-

works were looking at all of the other new

her pages and breezed out again. She was

ern Exposure. She also had the chance to

pilots, Judging Amy was still stuck in devel-

efficient, driven and compulsive about writ-

learn from David Chase while working on

opment. Called in at the last minute, Hall

ing. None of that has changed. Today she's

I'll Fly Away.

finished the script in five days and the over-

producing Judging Amy for CBS, writing

"Working with David [Chase] without
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hauled Amy became the last ordered by
CBS for the 1999 fall season. It soon
became an audience favorite.

novels and playing in a folk band. She's also

having to make all the decisions was fun,

married and has a daughter.

and I'm glad I had the experience. I

Two days after graduation, Hall headed

wanted to know how to do that top job
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"I think of myself as the audience;' Hall

for Los Angeles, where her sister, Karen,

when I get there, because as a woman, I

told The New York Times News Service.

had already made a name for herself writ-

can't mess up. You don't get as many

"What I changed when I came in was the

ing for M*A *S*H and Hill Street Blues.

tone of the story. It was a woman's story: I

While living with her sister, Hall

chances as a woman, and when you
get the chance, you have to nail it."

I
Story by Sande Snead Fulk ('82)
Photos by Jilly Wendell and Gary Krueger
Design by Carolyn Windmiller ('81)
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when she considers growing old without a

Hall indeed made the most of the

As executive producer of Judging Amy,

chance she was given to revive Judging Amy,

Hall has eight writers who work on the

touted last year as CBS' surprise new hit.

script with her each week. She remains

"Like Amy, I was a single mother work-

''Amy was basically dead when they

heavily involved in writing the outline of

ing in a male-dominated profession, and I

brought it to me;' Hall says. "But it became

each show, and tells the other writers what

had a period of starting over myself. My

the highest-rated new drama, and it won

works and what doesn't about the charac-

first marriage ended, and my daughter and

the Producer's Guild Award. It happened

ters and dialogue. She even re-writes scenes

I moved to New York, where I was concen-

because I and others believed so strongly

herself when necessary, frequently drawing

trating on writing a novel. I was very iso-

that there was an audience for a smart TV

on her own life parallels.

lated, but not lonely because the city is very

man in her life.

show. And I believed in Amy [Brenneman]

In one episode, Amy, who plays a sin-

and Tyne [Daly]. They prove that you can

gle mother working in the high-powered

However, it's hard to work in televi-

have a show that makes you laugh one

judicial world, begins laughing and then

sion and live on the East Coast, so Hall

minute and cry the next."

crying on her mother's (Daly's) shoulder

soon returned to Los Angeles. But she

invigorating and exciting."

refuses to choose television over writing
novels or vice versa.
"I tried just writing novels and it drove
me crazy," Hall says.
Hall's seventh book, A Week in New

Orleans was published this year. Like her
television shows, her literary work has
received awards as well. Her novels were
recognized by the American Library Association Best Books & Best Notable Books.
For relaxation, she writes song lyrics and
plays guitar in a folk-rock band with
long-time friend and fellow JMU grad,
Michael Guidry ('82).
Guidry and Hall both play guitar and
sing. Hall writes the lyrics, and Guidry
writes the music.
"We started playing together about
four or five years ago because we were both
looking for something to do;' Guidry says.
"We just got together to play this past Saturday night. I'm not sure how she finds the
time to do it all, but she does. She always
has a lot going at once. Even at JMU, she
would be out with us having breakfast at

'
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Hojo's [Howard Johnson's] at 3 a.m., and

"She's a musical prodigy," Hall says.

yet she always seemed to have time to do

"She plays the piano. She's also obsessed

won a raft of award, for her work a one uf

everything else too."

with reading. She was reading on a first-

televi ion' top women prndu~cr,. She ha,

grade level when she was 4."

received three Emmy nominatiom, wa a

Although Hall has known Guidry for

Hall ha penned two \Cr nplav and ha

,,a,

years, his telephone number escaped her

Although she has a cameo appearance

memory. She had to ask her secretary to

as a young Amy in a photograph as the

given the Humanita~ Award, Viewer for

find it. "Can you believe it?" she asked. ''I've

opening credits roll on Judging Amy, Faith

Quality Televi ion award, the

turned into a man."

has not done any other work in Hollywood,

Image Award and TV

and Hall would like to keep it that way for

Award. She attribute her con iderable Ii t

the moment.

of achievements to hard work and not

Still very much a woman, Hall has
learned to be successful in a man's world,

Writer's Guild Award nominee and

AA P

ritics As ociation

much of a social life.

something she says is not easy in Hollywood.

"That really came out of necessity

"Girls are raised to be liked by everyone

because models were not available at the

"I always wanted to be a writer," she

and to be polite. It's hard for us to leave a

time we wanted to shoot it. But the experi-

says. "1 never spent time wandering around

room without trying to make everything

ence gave Faith the idea that she is going to

Europe or anything because I knew exactly

better. In this business, you have to learn to

be an actor. I think that only works for chil-

what I wanted to do. But I've paid a price

be comfortable with some people not liking

dren if their parents are there all the time as

too. In order to carve out time to work on

you. I'm not saying you have to be a mon-

'stage parents; and we just can't do it."

my novels, I don't have time for partie or

ster. You can't hurt people, but you need to

In addition to writing seven novels and

understand that everything is fair game,

an album's worth of lyrics for her band,

and not everybody is going to love you."
Hall found love herself recently, marrying writer and University of Virginia graduate Paul Karon in 1998. They live in Santa
Monica with her 8-year-old daughter, Faith.
"She's my proudest accomplishment;'
Hall says. "I don't feel naturally talented as a
mother, and yet she's this incredible person
that I somehow managed not to mess up."
Halls sings to her daughter, and they
are avid moviegoers. They saw The Mummy
eight times.
At pt"ess time, Hall
wo11/d ,wt comment
abot1t the fate ofAmy's
brother, Vincent. Last
season's cliffhanger
ended with Vincent
lying in the stt"eet
uncomciot1s (or worse)
and surrounded by flames. "That's the one secret we're keept' ,g;' Hall tol.d TV Guide.
Cast: (back row) Marcus Giamatti, Richard T. Jones; (c ,uer row) Jessica Tuck,
Tyne Daly, Amy Brenneman, Dan Futterman; (front ,-o ) Karle ·warrc11

extracurricular activities."
IronicaJly, now that she has worked her
way up the Hollywood ladder to a po ition
of power, she has more time on her hand .
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"If the show is yours, you set your own

I was just writing articles that interested me,

At 38 years old, Hall knows what she is

hours;' Hall says. "There are fewer demands

and trying to find my voice. It was baptism

doing now. She proved her worth several

on my time because I can delegate and sur-

by fire and learning by doing. Chrysalis is

times over by resurrecting Amy.

round myself with people I trust."

where I really took my first steps as a writer:'

"They [CBS executives] told me if I'd

Hall also recalls the impact that the

just do this, then I could do my own project

She is in the office 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
most days, but works at home a lot at night

Film as a Narrative Art class had on her.

and just about every weekend. Just like her

"That really opened the visual world for

days at The Breeze, she does her work and

me;' she says. "Movies are just another means

goes home.

of storytelling, and I learned to transition

"I had no idea what I was doing as fea-

from writing prose

tures editor of The Breeze," Hall says. "None.

to writing for film."

next. We'll see if they remember telling me
that;' she says with a laugh.
When Judging Amy has run its course,
Hall will be ready for that chance. +

Filmography
Television: Episodic Drama
Judging Amy- Executive Producer
Chicago Hope - Consulting Producer
Co-Executive Producer

Northern Exposure Consulting Producer
I'll Fly Away - Co-Executive Producer
Moonlighting - Co-Producer

Novels: Adults
A Better Place, 1992 (Simon & Schuster)
Close to Home, 1997 (Simon & Schuster)
A Week in New Orleans, 2000
(Simon & Schuster)

Novels: Young Adults
Skeeball and the Secret of the Universe,
1987 (Orchard Press)

Television: Episodic Comedy
A Year in the Life - Story Editor
Newhart - Story Editor
Anything But Love - Producer
features
Sylvie (Beacon Pictures)-Rewrite
Hearts (Warner Bros.) Original Screenplay

)

Produced Pilots
On the Line (Paramount)
The Legal Limit (Paramount)
The Doy/es (Warner Bros.)

Dixie, 1990 (HBJ)
Fool's Hill, 1992 (Bantam)
House Across the Cove, 1995 (Bantam)
Awards and Recognitions
Emmy nominations (3)
Writer's Guild Award nominee
Producer's Guild Award nominee
Humanitas Award
Viewers for Quality Television
NAACP Image Award
American Library Association Best Books
& Notable Books
TV Critics Association Award

'
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the United State's first president, George

JO Madison out

oom of religion, bu now he concentrated

M
A
D

Washington truly was regarded as "first in

of a brief retirement at Montpelier. These

on the threat to freedom of expression. He

war, first in peace and first in the hearts of

infamous laws, passed by a Federalist

pens the Virginia Resolutions and the Report

his countrymen." Until his retirement in

majority in Congress, give President John

on the Virginia Resolutions, developing a

1796, the venerated Washington was the icon

Adams the power to expel or imprison aliens

doctrine that guides us yet today.

around which the new nation rallied, for,

and punish "seditious" individuals who

"The right of electing the members of

as James Madison later observed, the forces

wrote, "printed, uttered or published" criti-

the government constitutes ... the essence

of "opinion and habit" had not yet allied

cism intended "to defame" government

of a free and responsible government;'

themselves to our political institutions.

officials, including congressmen and the

Madison writes. "The value and efficacy of

Madison had been the driving force

president. Adams, it seems, had a thin skin,

this right depends on the knowledge of the

behind the creation of the new government,

and his party had tired of the Democratic-

comparative merits and demerits of the

but an identity based on genuine nation-

Republicans' steady criticism of its policies

candidates for public trust, and on the

hood and pride had yet to be built. Not until

favoring commercial ties with England. The

equal freedom, consequently, of examining

the final days of Madison's second presidential

Federalists meant to put their out-spoken

and discussing these merits and demerits

term would there be a Star Spangled Banner

critics in jail and intimidate the others.

and of the candidates respectively."
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and the popular inclination to sing it. In

An alarmed Madison writes to Jeffer-

"Free communication among the peo-

between there would come repeated tests to

son, "The Alien bill proposed in the Senate

ple;' Madison maintains, "... has ever been

the national resolve behind the idealistic piece

is a monster that must forever disgrace its

justly deemed the only effectual guardian

of parchment known as the Constitution.

parents." When Madison drafted the First

of every other right."

His action establishes Madison as a

superpowers Great Britain and France.

"there can b no doubt thJt the h r,

guardian of civil liberties, although, as it

Napoleon is waging war throughout Europe,

will be reg.udcd a, on the whole h1~hh

happens, events overtake the necessity for

while Britain's superior navy dominates the

advantageous," a ~har,1dai,11 .ill> under·

the resolutions. The acts are allowed to expire

French at sea. The European war constantly

lated e retary of sl,llc writes to J.imc,

after the Democratic-Republicans capture

threatens to divide the United States. Madi-

Monroe and R bcrt R. Livingston, Im

Congress and the White House in 1801.

son, for his part, d edicates his political

diplomats in Fran e.

111

But Jefferson, with Madison's help, suc-

career to asserting the nation's neutrality.

A ide from the pur hasc, Europe's ongo-

ceeds Adams as president only after a near-

But it is no easy task. T he nation's disparate

ing war delivers little but bad news .1nd

disastrous turn of events. A tie vote in the

regions all strain and con tend against one

mounting frustration to c retary Madison.

Electoral College between Jefferson and

another in supporting or opposing federal

The belligerent refuse to re ogni1c Ameri-

Aaron Burr forces the House of Representa-

policies that appear to favor Britain over

can claim of neutrality. As a result, the

tives to decide who will serve as president

France or vice-versa.

British Navy harasses Ameri an trading

and who will serve as vice president. After

One serendipitous bounty arising from

ships, seizing their sailors and "impres ing"

six days of dread and deadlock, on its 36th

Europe's hostilities is the opportunity to

them into service in His Maje ty' men - f-

ballot, the balance tips as the House votes

purchase the Louisiana Territory from a

war. Madison doggedly tries hi best through

Jefferson president and Burr vice president.

debt-ridden France. While pondering the

ongoing diplomacy to stop the practice, but

The republic and the Constitution prevail,

constitutionality of transacting a deal not

it continue unabated, fo tering a growing

and political power transfers through peace-

specifically enumerated in the Constitu-

sense of outrage among Americans.

ful, democratic means.

tion, Jefferson and Madison nonetheless

Madison urges America to fight ba k

True to his Democratic-Republican party

initiate the purchase. They reason it would

with boycotts and other econ mic an lion .

creed that a standing military is a threat to

cost the United States far less, and be more

The result of thi p licy is the Embarg

liberty, Madison writes to Jefferson, "And

expeditious, to purchase territory rather than

Act, pa sed by

ongres in December I 807

F

what a lesson to America & the world is

fight a war for it. "With respect to the terms

to deny American commerce to the bel-

A
L
L

given by the efficacy of the public will when

on which the acquisition is made" -

ligerent . Mo t hi torians

there is no army to be turned [against] it!"

bought for less than a penny an acre -

With his opponent Burr safely tucked
away in the non-role of vice president, there
is never any doubt that President Jefferson
will pick Madison, his closest and most
trusted friend and adviser, for the real No. 2
position in his administration. Hence,
when Madison officially takes up his duties
as secretary of state in May 1801, he meets
daily with Jefferson to discuss in detail
national and international events and
administration plans for responding to
them. Of paramount concern to the fate of
America is the epoch struggle between the

it is

ncur
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" ... there can be no
doubt that the bargain
will be regarded as
on the whole
highly advantageous."
- James Madison on the
Louisiana Purchase
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imposed in 1813 exempts New England. New

back on land and sea at Baltimore, and

England's Federalist governors refuse to let

Francis Scott Key writes the Star Spangled

their militia serve outside their own states.

Banner in celebration. At Plattsburg, N.Y.,

In 1813, however, the war turns for the

the next month, an American force of 5,000

better. The British are defeated on Lake Erie

turns back a British strike of 11,000 veter-

and the great Tecumseh is defeated and

ans bent on cutting the country in two.

killed at the Battle of the Thames. Madison

With the wider war stalemating, both

is hopeful. He tells Congress, "The war has

sides continue to negotiate for peace and

particularly its planters and seamen. It

proved ... that our free Government, like

finally end the war with the Treaty of

spurred widespread scofflaw and smug-

other free Governments, though slow in its

Ghent. News of it, however, does not reach

gling throughout New England, where

early movements acquires, in its progress, a

Madison until 10 days after Andrew Jack-

opposition was vociferous. Many Ameri-

force proportioned to its freedom ...."

son's stunning defeat of the British inva-

cans initially support the embargo, but

But in the summer of 1814, disaster

sion of New Orleans in January 1815. With

after the economy grinds to a halt, opposi-

looms. With Napoleon defeated, England

news of the victory, followed closely by news

tion grows. Especially so after it becomes

now turns its full might toward dismem-

of the peace treaty, Madison rides a crest of

clear that both Britain and France have

bering its former colony and making peace

euphoria and unheralded popularity that

ignored it. Realizing its failure, Jefferson,

with the pieces. For many Americans, the

carries him through the remainder of his

Madison and Congress let the act expire the

British rampage through Washington that

second term.

day before Madison takes office as president.

August must have spelled the end. But the

The war carries more resounding impli-

As the new president in 1809, Madison

63-year-old Madison remained on horse-

cations as well. While American victories

M

is still hopeful that peace can prevail with

back for most of four days and nights while

signal to the world that the United States

s

England. He remains patient, even as the

the capital burned and then returned imme-

can and will defend itself, this "second war

u

British make common cause with the great

diately to its charred ruins to resume official

of independence" also opens up the vast

I

Shawnee Chief Tecumseh and encourage

business. Within a month of the burning of

interior of the United States for expansion.

the Native-American nations west of the

the White House he

Appalachians to resist the American settlers

sends his sixth State

spilling over the mountains. After hostili-

of the Union mes-

ties break out in the Battle of Tippecanoe

sage to Congress can-

in 1811, Madison waits no longer. In 1812,

didly acknowledging

he asks Congress for a Declaration of War

England's

against England and gets it.

"deadly blow at our
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potential

Initially the war goes badly, and Madi-

growing prosperity,

son, who has made some bad appointments,

perhaps at our nat-

must bear some of the blame. Federalists

ional existence."

heap criticism upon Madison's leadership

Unexpectedly the

and label the war "Mr. Madison's War." The

tide turns. The British

merchants in New England trade with the

force that burned

enemy, and in reward the British blockade

Washington is turned

'
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"Power and national glory, Sir, have

son's forbearance has "shown the placid

often before, been acquired by the sword;

nature of our Constitution. Under any oth-

"The late war," Madison wrote in a spe-

but rarely without the sacrifice of civil or

ers their treasons would have been pun-

cial message to Congress accompanying the

political liberty." The committee lauded

ished by the halter. We let them live as the

Treaty of Ghent, "although reluctantly

Madison for safely wielding "an armed force

laughing stocks of the world, and punish

declared by Congress, had become a neces-

of fifty thousand men, aided by an annual

them by the torment of eternal contempt."

But a victory for the United States becomes
a tragedy for Native Americans.

sary resort to assert the rights and independence of the nation."
"Mr. Madison's war" also signaled a
change in Madison's views regarding a
standing military. Madison went so far as
to ask Congress to prevent a complete
demobilization after the war in order to
maintain a national army.
Within, also, the nation's temperament
and sense of pride decidedly changed.
Albert Gallatan, Madison's secretary of the
treasury and friend, observed: "The war has

25

renewed and reinstated the national feel-
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... They are more American, they feel and

disbursement of many millions, without

In our subsequent history, as America's

F

act more as a nation... "

infringing a political, civil or religious right:'

wars and civil strife have unfolded, not all

A
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Even arch adversary John Adams gave

Madison had endured much during

of our presidents have been able to make

Madison credit: "Notwithstanding a thou-

the war, including invective criticism. New

the same claim regarding the sanctity of

sand Faults and blunders, [Madison's admin-

England merchants had smuggled and

civil liberties. But, fortunately for us, Madi-

istration] has acquired more glory, and

traded with the enemy. Federalist politicians

son is the one by which we can measure

established more union, than all of his three

had encouraged the British and hinted of

them - in war and peace.+

predecessors ... put together."

secession. Governors had refused the serv-

But if the war had rallied Americans

ices of the militia. But after the war, Madi-

together, there was also something in the

son orders no reprisals. New Englanders

political conduct of the war that defined

are not jailed, executed or barred from pub-

The Retirement Years. Montpelier's

what set them apart as Americans. This

lic office. Madison simply leaves it to the

five-part series concludes with Madison

sentiment was perhaps best expressed by a

electorate to vote the Federalist ringleaders

retiring to Montpelier. The last living found-

Washington, D.C., citizen's committee that

out of office and lets the party die a natural,

ing father, the former president continues

thanked Madison, when he left office in

political death.

to advise, write about and clarify his thoughts

1817, for his principled leadership through
out the war and challenges to his policy.

Thomas Jefferson in retirement draws
the lesson that is still important today. Madi-

Final Installment: Part V

and theories on the founding and continuing success of a representative democracy.
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FoR 20 YEARS, Black Entertainment
Television has reigned as the first -

and

until just recently the only - black-owned
media enterprise that targets black consumers. Based in Northeast Washington, D.C.,

"It's hard to switch hats;' she says, "but

has enabled her to meet such legends as

to be the talent and know all the aspects of

journalist Bryant Gumbel, actor Denzel

the show is a plus."

Washington and poet Maya Angelou.

She prides herself on shaping a show that
zeroes in on issues important to teenagers.

and founded by Robert Johnson, the $200

"We always go back to communication

million-a-year media giant's programs range

and peer pressure, being able to communi-

from movie, jazz and pay-per-view cable

cate feelings and thoughts," she says, "and

channels to magazine publishing to its

to deal with peer pressure."

"It helps drive home the points you're
trying to make when you have teenagers
seeing the issues, and celebrities can get the
dialogue started," says Tolliver.
Tolliver's own prominence brought her
to the attention of author Julian C.R. Okwu,

digital BET.com. It has even
branched out into dining
with a series of clubs and
restaurants located around
the country.
In recent years, a hand-

who included her in his book,
As I Am: Young African-Ameri-

JMU ALUMNI ARE THE

can Women in a Critical Age

HEA~T

(Chronicle Books, 1999.)
Explaining his criteria for
selecting his book subjects to

ful of JMU alumni have been

interviewer Diane Kwan, the

OF

at the center of the network's

author said, "They are suc-

BlET

broad scope and success,
which now reaches more than

cessful on another level other
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than their resume. They were
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55 million cable households.

people who were able to for-

E

Some, like Francine Toi-

get that some of the obstacles

E

liver ('91) and Mocha Lee

and adversities in their lives

('92), find themselves center

had crushed many people

stage with their own cable shows, while oth-

One of her recent programs dealt with

before them;' Okwu said. "At the same time,

ers are less visible but critical to the super-

the controversial but never-ending story of

they were people who remembered that

structure of BET's sprawling enterprises. They

sexual politics among teens.

strength can come from those adversities,

are Corporate Communications Director

"It was a he-said she-said kind of thing,"

and that, in fact, you can propel yourself

Wes Mallette ('93 ), BET.com Director of

Tolliver says. "The girls against the guys,

forward by facing some of the same obsta-

Administration Vonya Alleyne ('93), Lam-

and the issue comes down to communicat-

cles. It was that balancing act that people

ont Wright ('91-'93) and Nikki Black ('90).

ing: Who's responsible for providing pro-

were able to do, and I think they should be

In her ninth year at BET, Tolliver ('91)

tection, who puts out more information,

praised for that."

has been co-host of BET's Saturday morn-

who's the aggressor? It's all about kids and

ing, socially conscious program, Teen Sum-

the peer pressure they deal with."
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Her own youthful road was not easy,
but Tolliver looks back on it with realistic

mit for the last four years. She also pro-

Especially with a teen audience, Tol-

humor. The mass communication and mar-

duces the show and has worked behind the

liver feels celebrity guests with something

keting major interned for two semesters in

scenes on others.

to offer are crucial to her show. Her work

her junior and senior years at WHSV TV3.
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"Not many African-Americans had

show, Heart and Soul, encourages viewers

among D.C. area firms. Mallette said Lee's

interned for TV3 and it was difficult

to pursue fitness in their own way, and

fitness, beauty and enthusiasm prompted

because I dealt with a lot of racism, covert

recent subjects have included the preva-

BET folks to ask her to audition for a

and overt," Tolliver says. "I didn't know

lence of heart disease among African-Ameri-

new fitness show.

how to deal with it other than to be angry. I

cans and gospel aerobics. Lee's celebrity has

What has helped her succeed in the

couldn't look at it and think they don't

led to public appearances such as a recent

show, Lee says, is that in celebrity interviews

know any better."

Leukemia Walk-a-Thon at Washington's

she brings the subject of fitness around to

Union Station.

the fore. She also believes her JMU business

Tolliver says she was usually given what
an assignment editor would call "a black

Known as Felecia DeBerry at JMU, Lee

courses helped her career in entertainment.

story;' stories seemingly relevant only to

graduated with a B.B.A. in business man-

"I am an entrepreneur;' she says. "I am

African-Americans. One incident, however,

agement and a minor in public relations.

sticks out in her mind.

"I was into the jock scene, running track,

my own product, I do the follow-ups, I show
up on time, I'm organized."

"I was in the studio for a live show,

but I definitely have a major that's corpo-

She remembers professors such as Kent

running the teleprompter, setting up the

rate," says Lee. I thought I would be an ath-

Zimmerman who mentored her. "He was

camera, loading copy on the prompter, and

lete, while I was being a professional and

very significant in the learning process; he

the anchor at the time said, 'You do a good

putting on a suit. Then I got a job in the

had a creative management type class where

insurance industry and realized

he helped you think outside of the box, you

job, you must have been a slave in your

28
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past life,"' says Tolliver with more
matter-of-factness than bitterness.

that that was not my cup of
tea either."

know what I mean?"
While Tolliver and Lee are in the public

"It was those kinds of things."

She landed at BET

eye, Corporate Communications Director

Mocha Lee ('92), co-host

via Wesley Mallette ('92),

Wesley Mallette makes sure they and all of

BET's corporate commu-

BET's divisions and subsidiaries remain so.

nications director. He wanted

A consummate professional, Mallette criss-

Lee to run in a Corpo-

crosses the country staging media events

rate Sports Battle

and grand openings, never more than a page

of BET's popular Sunday
morning physical fitness

away from media and press inquiries and
emergencies. His voice mail is always full,
and he often lives out of a suitcase.
"You're always seeing, hearing or reading about the BET network," Mallette says.
"That's been our charge. We've accomplished that. From the smallest newspaper
to 60 Minutes, Fox Morning News, CNBC,
BET stories are everywhere."

Nine-year BET veteran Fran Tolliver ('91) hosts and produces the Saturday morning Teen Swnmit, which focuses on
issues important to teenagers and features noteworthy guests
like Bryant Gumbel, Denzel Washington and Maya Angelou.
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After four years as BET's corporate communications director, where he coordinated media
events, handled the press and kept BET in the public eye, Wes Mallette ('92)
has moved on to apply his marketing and communications skills to
Intimate Brands, the parent company of Victoria's Secret.
In between that breathless activity, how-

"These guys are

ever, Mallette has also accomplished the

friends I will keep

more strategic work of revamping and re-

for life;' says Mal-

building BET's corporate communications

lette. "At the end

and media relations efforts.

of the day, no one

His portfolio includes media relations,

cares what your

special events, promotions, crisis commu-

stats are, what games

nications, community relations, public

you won or that you

affairs, corporate affairs, strategic planning

were a superstar. It's what

and development.

you do for the team as a whole."

"It's an incredible experience to be able

"The one thing [JMU public

to help direct and lead a team that has gen-

relations professor] Mae Frantz as well

erated more publicity and media coverage

as others stressed to me was the impor-

in the last four years than in all of BET's

tance of interning," says Mallette. ''And the

previous 16;' he says. "That has meant prov-

JMU alumni, we watch out for each other,

employee relations and marketing, includ-

ing the value of PR and what it means to a

too. When I get a resume from a JMU stu-

ing recruiting, appraisals, compensation,

company. I've been able to show the posi-

dent -

physical facilities, where abstract concepts

I got one recently from someone
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tive effects and impact of professional PR

who's young but she wants to go from the

like ergononomics become practical consid-

E
A

practitioners to the programming group,

sports industry to entertainment - as soon

erations for her.

A
L

the producers and talent, the executives,

I saw that person was from JMU, that stood

and to top brass."

out like, 'Boom!"'

F
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"There are things you would never think
about, like what the shape of a chair or a

Mallette speaks with the confidence that

Recruited heavily for the last few years,

mousepad should be to accommodate an

comes from success. "I've had the opportu-

Mallette finally said goodbye to BET and

employee who on average works with them

nity to make history every day;' he says,

will continue his marketing and media

for 12 to 14 hours a day."

"working with different shows, launching

relations efforts for the parent company of

new enterprises and subsidiaries:' He counts

Victoria's Secret, in Columbus, Ohio.

Alleyne has settled right into BET's
digital enterprise. "E-commerce is very fast;'

among his top achievements the opening of

''After four years at BET, it's time to

she says. "You learn a lot, quickly. And my

the Soundstage Club in Orlando, the Sound-

move on and pass the torch;' he says. "It's

work here is multidimensional. My back-

stage Restaurant in Largo, Md., and the BET

time for bigger and newer challenges."

ground is human resources, and [at the

JMU alumni he leaves behind at BET

BET network] I had to learn facilities and

include Vonya Alleyne ('93), director of

corporate administration. It is huge. I was

The New Jersey native played football

administration at BET.com, who oversees

in charge of working with construction

and ran track for JMU. He looks back happily

employee well-being and accountability.

contractors and real estate brokers to get

on the football playoffs during his senior year.

She is in charge of corporate administration,

our office space built out.

Movie Channel, three of the most success-

ful entertainment efforts in BET's history.
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"In e-commerce, just from a technical

EEO investigations and so was primed to

Nikki Black ('90), who graduated with

perspective, there is so much you can do to

become part of BET's fast-moving corpo-

a degree in psychology, went on to receive

outfit employees. There's graphics, coding,

rate culture.

her master's in social work at Howard Uni-

the whole gamut of communication from

''I've had a lot of good mentors and

versity. She has appeared on Teen Summit

two-way pagers and cell phones. It's so

training, and I've formed lasting partner-

for three years, where she serves as a sort of

quick and mobile. All our departments

ships," adds Alleyne.

teen-focused "Dear Abby," answering phone

The same goes for her JMU associa-

and Internet questions from young listen-

At JMU the marketing major was

tions. "There are a fair amount of us from

ers. She also has appeared on Fox Morning

active in the Black Student Alliance, Con-

JMU in this area who keep in touch." She

News and in several magazines.

temporary Gospel Singers and Delta Sigma

and her former suitemates "have quarterly

Lamont Wright attended JMU from

Pi business fraternity. She still keeps in touch

girls' nights-out. We've been in each other's

1991 to 1993, which "played a big part in

with COB professor Joyce Guthrie.

weddings. We're a small close-knit group.

finding who I was;' he says. At BET, Wright

We will always have this connection."

started out as a receptionist, "which helped

here move at the speed of sound."

"My junior year was my best year,"
Alleyne says. "I was team manager for
the women's basketball team, coached by
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me get my foot in the door," he adds.
Wright has modeled a new line of BET

Shelia Moorman. I traveled everywhere

clothing. His full-time job at the network is

with them, it was just amazing."

overseeing the paperwork, such as royalties

After graduating from JMU she

regarding musicians who play on the net-

spent S~years with Pizza Hut, rising

work. That comes in handy since he's a

steadily from an assistant store man-

member of the hip hop group, Buffalo Soul.

ager to a human resources man-

Whether in front of the camera or

ager supporting 120 restau-

behind the scenes, the presence of these JMU

rants, traveling, conducting

alumni has contributed to the success of
BET, which celebrates its 20th anniversary
this year. And it bodes well for continued
success as BET continues to catch fire well
into the 21st century. •

As director of administration, Vonya
Alleyne ('93) keeps BET.com running.
She oversees all aspects of employee
well-being (like physical plant, ergonomic furnishings and e-commerce
technology) and employee accountability
issues (including recruiting, appraisals
and compensation).

the
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20 years later

Schroer, recently named Staunton City
School Teacher of the Year, actually erected
her original tent from 20 summers ago,
canvas intact. So did Dee Dee Desarmeaux,
now with the Thunderbird Archaeological
Association in Woodstock. And most
alumni brought albums to share - some
photos revealing more than anticipated.
Teens Meredith and Alex Coffey discovered
shots of their dad, Marshall, that evoked
red-faced laughing explanations.
The tanned, toned bodies and long hair
of 20 years ago may have altered a bit, but
the "incredible people with so much energy
and so excited about life every day" that
Ron Meliment of Philadelphia recalls still
exhibited those qualities. Ron also remembers their appetites. He and a helper prepared meals daily during the original dig.
"A hot breakfast and dinner and field lunch
for 80 people working all day, nine to 10
hours;' he recalls.
''I'd never cooked before - was in
hotel-restaurant management, not planning to be a chef. It was a learning experience. I'd get up at four in the morning,
crack 125 to 250 eggs - never sure if that
would be enough. So I'd throw in potatoes,
rice or leftovers from the night before for
filler. A hodgepodge started the day - the
greasier the better. In huge skillets, I'd stir
25 to 30 eggs at a time, turn them into the
warmer and start again. We'd cook bacon
and always had a lot of fruit, juices and coffee. I don't know how I did it. My helper
W.E. Wills, now in West Point, Va., couldn't
get up that early, so I'd do breakfast, then
he'd clean up while I went back to sleep."
The reunion dinner Saturday night
proved as upscale as the reunion members'
current vehicles and tents. Catered food
delivered by two of professor Carole

What starts with A, draws dollars and
Boyer, the multilevel learning experience
generates renown for the university? Suralso called on professors Elwood Fisher and
prise - if you said "anthropology;' you got
Norlyn Bodkin from biology and Cullen
it right. The JMU program has attracted $5
Sherwood in geology. While the population
varied, as many as 70 people lived together
to $6 million in funds over the past 20
in camp at one time, excavating both preyears and established the school as a major
source for outstanding field work. And
historic and historic
memories of Gathright, the biggest dig in
sites. Geier, sociology
Photo by Greg Versen
JMU's history, drew proud former participrofessor and photographer Greg Versen,
pants to a reunion at McClintic Point the
first weekend of August.
and more than half
In 1979 and 1980, the Department of
the original crews
returned to renew
Sociology and Anthropology fielded the
friendships and revive
largest archaeological crew ever assembled
memories Aug. 4-6.
in the commonwealth to undertake salvage
Tent-city 2000 ,
excavations in Bath County. Before the
however, proved a bit
Army Corps of Engineers could erect Gathmore upscale than
right Dam to create Lake Moomaw, federal
the original - includlaw mandated an archaeological study of
ing state-of-the-art
the Jackson River Valley area, which was to
' port-a-johns with real
be lost underwater.
sinks and running
Directed by archaeologists and JMU
water. However, Cindy
Reunion volunteers man the welcome tent at Gathright in August.
professors Clarence Geier and William P.

/
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At the Century Mark
Arline Pultz, 100 Years Old in August, Remembers Madison Then

Student life at the Harrisonburg Normal School wasn't just hours of study and white-glove affairs,
though the girls' small acts of rebellion were tame compared to today. "We used to have a curfew
time," remembers Arline Pultz, who took the above photograph of her friends. "Sometimes we'd
sneak in the bathroom and write letters." Below, Pultz as a centenarian today.
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Arline Pultz has an energetic voice and a contagious
laugh. She laughs often when
telling about her school
days - breaking curfews,
dances, the glee club and Clark Gable. "I
had a fantastic time at Madison:' she says.
The Madison, that is, of 1919 and 1920,
the edge of the Age of Jazz and prohibi-

tion, when JMU was still the Harrisonburg Normal School and she was a young
lady preparing to become a teacher.
Arline, a native of Roanoke, celebrated
her I 00th birthday on Aug. 31.
She and her husband Byron, who turned
104 five days earlier, live together in the
comfortable brick house they have lived in
for 66 of their 76 years of marriage. Byron

The Big Dig continued
Nash's present students satisfied the still
hearty appetites spanning several generations in the families gathered. Nash, the
force behind the reunion, credited Sandii
Huemann-Kelly's Web page as the great
drawing card for such a positive response.

Sandii traveled from Iowa with her husband and teen-aged son and also produced
a video of memorable footage from the
original digs, which was shown at dinner.
Nash emphasized, "The Gathright project was a life-changing experience for many
of us, as evidenced by how many went on

played 18 holes of golf on his 98th birthday and renewed his IO-year fishing
license on his 100th. Arline offers delicious peanut butter cookies she baked just
the other day and likes to share the 50
scrapbooks and diaries she has kept over
the years.
Arline remembers Dr. Gifford as a
favorite professor and going to Mr. Dingledine's for a dinner of Welsh rarebit. "We
always had something going on," she says.
And after a pause she adds, "I was sometimes the ringleader!"
Arline says that she and Byron began
"courting" after a double date. It didn't
start off as a fairy-tale romance. He had
on noseglasses and a silk shirt;' she remembers. "I was not impressed with him at all."
The Pultz children and grandchildren
have carried on the Madison tradition: Four
granddaughters and a grandson-in-law
attended JMU and Arline's great-nephew
entered JMU as a freshman this fall. "I still
enjoy keeping up with some of the happenings even though a lot of the technology is beyond my comprehension."
A lot has changed in 80 years, from
technology to dining options. "We had
paper bags for our suppers on Sunday
nights:' she explains, "and after I left Harrisonburg I never wanted to see another
bit of tapioca pudding!"
Story and Photo by
Cara Ellen Modisett ('96, '98M)
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to receive advanced degrees in archaeology
and geology and for those of us who are
still working in those fields."
She added, "The Gathright summer field
work, in addition to being a seminal experience for us as individuals, was also a
major contribution to Virginia archaeology
and history. The Gathright research and
findings resulted in the publication of a
least a dozen faculty/student co-authored
scientific reports."
A stack 4-feet high of final reports
(garnered from research in both 1979 and
1980) lines the archives at JMU. And Geier
says, "What pleased me most was that
when the Gathright project was finished,
we were able to discuss initial human settlement that has stood the test of time.
Twenty years later, our findings are still
generally valid for the history and prehistory of the area:'
Story by Nancy Bondurant Jones

Down and Dirty in Paradise
Story by Brian Rubery ('78), Photos by
Rich Harris ('77), Warren Passin ('98)

JMU alumni are active
participants in the first-ever
Alumni Alternative Break trip to
Dominica. Back row (1-r): Dan
Jackson ('84), Brian Rubery
('78), Rich Harris ('77), Warren
Passin ('98), Christine Shelly
('95 ), Stephanie Tragakis ('96).
Center: Via Kelly ('92),
Tracy Ann Rodriques ('97), Sue
Snodgrass ('94). Front row
kneeling: Karen Hansrote ('77),
Kathleen Alleyne, Dominican
government representative, and
Maiyen Tran ('98).

Alumni serve others in alternative break trip
me the trip was an opportunity to give
Imagine taking a week off from work to
something back and to know there was
share a house on a rugged Caribbean island
with 10 virtual strangers. No, this is not , more to life than buying the newest SUV.
1 Other alumni shared my view. "It was the
Survivor or another "reality TV" show.
chance to do something completely differIn May, I traveled with nine other JMU
ent, outside of my comfort zone, yet with
graduates to the little-known island of
Dominica as part of the university's first 1 the security of traveling under the JMU
flag;' says Karen Hansrote ('77).
Alumni Alternative Break trip. According
The trip was a life-changing experience
to Break Away, the nonprofit information
for all of us. By giving of ourselves, we got
resource on alternative breaks founded in
back more than we ever imagined. The trip
1991, it is rare for universities to offer such
left us feeling connected to a different culservice trips for alumni.
ture, connected to our travel companions
As soon as we arrived in Dominica, our
and connected to JMU.
group went straight to work on beautifica"The experience helped bind me to the
tion projects and helped initiate a trash
school, to the community I served and to
disposal project.
the people I touched," says Dan Jackson
As a public relations consultant living a
('84). "It reminded me of the opportunities
comfortable life in Gaithersburg, Md., for

and good fortune I have and to set an
example for my children."
Arriving in Dominica is like landing in
Jurassic Park. The island is a series of
volcanic mountains, steep valleys and
dramatic cliffs that drop off into the ocean.
It's a hiker's dream, but a beach lover's
nightmare. Few beaches mean few tourists,
leaving Dominica the poorest island in
the Caribbean.
All 10 alumni lived in one house in Paix
Bouche, a little village in the mountains.
Here we met Warren Passin ('98), our
Peace Corps liaison, who has been working
in Dominica since graduation. He and our
group leader, Rich Harris ('77), associate
director of JMU's Community ServiceLearning program, orchestrated the trip to
start a trash disposal system for the village.
The island's plunging valleys have long
served as convenient and unsanitary dumping sites, particularly since the village had
no trash cans or garbage services.
While we worked under the hot tropical
sun painting trash cans and planting
shrubbery, we took the time to meet our
neighbors. Actually, they took the time to
meet us. Wherever we went people wanted
to stop and talk. A IO-minute walk could
easily take twice as long because villagers
would stop to ask questions, tell us "thank
you" and shake our hands. ''I've probably
shaken more hands in the last four days
than in the last four months;' Hansrote
remarked one day.
We also quickly learned about "Dominica
time;' meaning that nothing starts on time
except the American TV shows that come
in on cable. By the third day, I put my
watch in my suitcase. We learned that while
Dominicans may be desperately poor by
our standards, they are rich in hospitality
and generosity. As we worked, people
brought us cold drinks and island delicacies like mangoes, coconuts and mountain
chicken (frog) to snack on.
On our last day, a steady stream of villagers came by our house to bring us gifts
of shells, fruitcake and rum punch.
One of the week's highlights was the
day we spent teaching in the village school.
We taught the students about the dangers
Local area beautification and trash disposal were
among the projects planned for the trip. Much of
the work included the school area where alumni
enjoyed the children as much as the work. (1-r) A
hot day painting trash cans for the village. Working together planting shrubbery around the
school. Teaching children at the village school.
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'The experience is something that you
continue to learn from even after it's over.
These are memories that will last a lifetime.'
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as a student. "The next
of garbage sites and the importance of
keeping their community clean. And we
trip may not be to a
tropical paradise, but
learned a lesson about poverty. When planning games for the children, someone sugfuture trips will offer
gested an activity that required cutting
new opportunities to
paper. We were taken aback when Warren
develop relationships,
learn about other peovetoed the idea because not only did the
individual students not have scissors, he
ple and ourselves!'
doubted if every class even owned a pair.
Tracy Ann Rodrigues
In between the painting, planting and
('97) agrees, "The alumni
teaching we had time to explore the island.
service experience is
We swam under towering waterfalls, hiked
something that you
continue to learn from
to a boiling lake atop a dormant volcano
when it's over. These
and went snorkeling along the island's magare memories that will
nificent coral reef.
last a lifetime."
On our last night in Dominica the vilWhile we were all
lagers had a party in our honor. Under the
honored to be part of
ritual full moon, the entire village turned
the first alumni trip,
out to perform traditional songs and dances.
we all hope it is not
They asked us to form a receiving line and
the last. "The alumni
]MU alumni and natives relaxing Dominica style.
everyone - men, women and children trips should definitely
filed by to exchange hugs, handshakes and
be continued," adds Rodrigues. "I know
heartfelt words of gratitude.
Find out more online about the
"It was such a meaningful experience;' , many others who have not had this type of
JMU alumni trip to Dominica:
says Via Kelly ('92), who participated in
experience but who would really be interwww.jmu.edu/clst/CS-L/asb/dominica.htm
ested in checking it out."
JMU's Alternative Spring Break programs
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Yoa dbHJt ltave, to b~ r~
to make a meaningful gift to )MU
No matter your level of income
you can take care of yourself and your family
and your alma mater too.
For an in-depth review of the gift options that can be
structured for your personal situation, please visit
www.jmu.edu/development/Planned
or call the Office of Planned Giving at
1-800-296-6162 for a personal consultation

•STAY IN TOUCH•
To submit a class note for publication in Montpelier, please refer to the class note submission
form and instructions on Page 47.

19 63
Margaret Jordan retired in June after teaching
three years in New Jersey, three years in New
York City and also in California. She plans on
enjoying life with her family, friends and pets.

1965
Madge Murphey was recognized as an outstanding member of the Prince William County Family, Community and Education Clubs on their
History Day celebration.

19 GB
Sylvia Ottaway retired in June 1999 after teaching health, physical education and classroom
driver education for 33 years in the Hampton
School System. She is enjoying golf and flower
and vegetable gardening.

19 71
Martha Berry is a nationally registered paramedic in Richmond.

1973
Clyde "C. T." Bailey retired from the U.S. Air
Force after 25 years of service. He is an associate
in the law firm of Edwards & Edwards. He and
Paula live in Wetumpk, Ala.

1974
Harry Balser is vice president of marketing and
sales of Beiersdorf-Jobst Inc.
Michael Hanrahan earned his master's from
George Mason University and is teaching in
Orange County. His wife, Karen, works at
Culpeper County High School. Their son, Shawn,
graduated from JMU in 1996 and their daughter,
Amy, is a legal secretary working in Georgetown.

1975
Byron L. Matson is a senior financial management specialist at the Rural Community Assistance Corp. in Sacramento, Calif. He and Terri
have three children, Laura, Nick and Madeleine.

1976
Michael Boylan is the vice president of marketing of Putzmeister America.
Nancy Feldman is a staff accountant with Saxon
Mortgage in Richmond.

Mike live in Keezletown with their three children, Kristin, Kevin and Brian.

1977
Matt Brock is the city manager in Dundee, Fla.

19 78
Candace Houser is executive assistant to the
general manager of Massanutten Village and
chair of the 2000 Page News and Courier Leadership Awards Committee.
Linda Kramer retired from First Union National
Bank as senior vice president of human resources.

19 79
Steve Givens is chief operating officer of Prince
William Hospital.
Robert L. Wright is a software engineer with
Sprint PCS in Kansas City, Kan.

19 80
Ted Provenza is a certified estate planner and
host for several radio shows. He also works with
the National Heart Council and the National
Stroke Council. He and Margaret Ann live in
Woodbine, Md., with their daughter, Danielle, 7.
Kenneth Smead received the Navy Commendation Medal for work at the Armed Forces School
of Music in Little Creek.

James Consagra is chief operating and financial
officer of United Bank and executive vice president of United Bankshares. He is also a member
of United Bank's board of directors.
Carole Polise earned her master's from Stevens
Institute of Technology. She and her husband
own and operate Detail Express in Denville, N.J.
Thomas V. Taylor is office manager of Blasland,
Bouck & Lee Inc. in Cary, N.C.
George Young received the Bristol Jaycees' Distinguished Service Award. He is vice president
and general manager of Old Dominion Box Co.

1984
Wendy Wilkins Armstrong and Jon and his
extended family established Ruby Carbinier
Vineyards in Portland, Ore. Wendy also works at
Intel Corp.
Cynthia Flickinger is a volunteer and substitute
teacher in Northern Virginia. Husband Scott is
district park manager at Westmoreland State
Park, where they live with their two children,
Josh, 12, and Sarah, 9.
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Mary Smead is a computer resource teacher at
Thalia Elementary School in Virginia Beach.
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1982
Kelly Bowers is a professional explainer and
documentation team leader with Motley Fool in
Alexandria. She graduated from the Potomac
Massage Training Institute professional certification program in February.
Robert Flory was the invitational artist at the
Shenandoah Valley Art Center in April. He is an
adjunct art instructor at Blue Ridge Community
College and JMU.
Linda J. Hopkins is a certified public accountant
with Phibbs, Burkholder, Geisert & Huffman in
Harrisonburg. She was appointed to a four-year
term on Blue Ridge Community College Board.
Charles King moved to Los Angeles, where he is
director of music rights and licensing for TouchTunes Music Corp.
Susan Rollans Maher sings with the Washington
Chorus, whose recording of Benjamin Britten's
War Requiem won a Grammy Award for best
choral performance. Susan and Anthony live in
Springfield with their two children.

Rex Honodel was awarded the professional
insurance designation, Chartered Property
Casualty Underwriter, by the American Institute
for CPCU. He is assistant treasurer and manager
of financial planning and treasury administration of Southern States Coop. He and Debora
have one child and live in Glen Allen.

Deborah H. McWilliams, Ph.D., is chair of the
Department of English at St. Michael's College
Preparatory High School in Silverado, Calif.

Sherry Summers received the Athletic Trainer
Service Award from the National Athletic Trainers' Association. She is completing her 23rd year
as an assistant athletic trainer at JMU. She and

Patrick Butters is a feature writer for The Washington Times and freelances for Montpelier.
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Class Reunions
1936, 1941, 1946, 1951, 1956,
1961, 1966, 1971
May 18-19, 2001

rrlarle your calendars now!
Celebrate this special time at James
Madison University! Relive your
Madison memories and rediscover
friends and fellow classmates.
Explore the university of today and
see the exciting changes that have
taken place since your graduation.

If you have not received information
yet about your upcoming reunion,
please contact Sherry King in the
Office of Alumni Relations at (540)
568-8064 or visit MadisOn-Line
<www.jmu.edu/alumni/.>
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By Nancy Bondurant Jones
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Sociology and
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McClintic Point, a scenic campground
in Bath County, borders the Jackson River
as it meanders into Lake Moomaw behind
Gathright Dam. In season, overgrown,
neglected apple trees drop occasional wizened apples on tents below. Few modern
campers realize its link to the past - the
setting was once a bountiful orchard
bounding the Colonial family farm for
which the point is named.
But the 65 campers gathered for a 20year reunion the first weekend in August
2000 were fully aware. They had been part
of JMU archaeological crews racing to
uncover artifacts before the Army Corps of

I
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I

Engineers flooded the past forever. During
the summers of 1979 and 1980, the latter
were erecting Gathright Dam, the former
digging into the entire sequence of human
history. And the ground reluctantly yielded
clues, inch by foot by grid by mile.
Laboring nine to 10 hours a day, five
days a week, students traded sweat equity
for thousands of artifacts from distant cultures. To be more precise, from "Perkins
Point . . . 44BA3, a Prehistoric Stockaded
Village," according to a report by student
Thomas Whyte and anthropology professor Clarence Geier. This report to the U.S.
Army measures about an inch thick -

compnsmg just one inch out of a total
4-foot stack of reports on several sites
finally submitted.
"Mr. Billville;' the M*A *S*H-like tent
city housing students and staff those summer months, formed the third largest city
in Bath County - a stat somewhat diminished when you realize Warm Springs and
Hot Springs were Nos. 1 and 2. The tent
city was named for the program's co-director, sociology and anthropology professor
Bill Boyer, plus a puppet on TV's popular
Saturday Night Live. The irreverent but
affectionate humor also extended to director "Dr. Clarence" or "Frog" Geier. The
hard physical labor performed under
pressing deadlines and austere living conditions bound professors and students to
closeness beyond that found in the regular
classroom. Intense mutual respect resulted.
Geier recalled that his own inexperience
gave him "the boldness to take it on:' What
he and the students "took on" was the largest
archaeological dig in the history of the
Commonwealth of Virginia, an effort to
uncover clues to human life and write a
heretofore unknown history. They identified 600 sites for Bath County, the majority
pre-historic native American. What they
produced were reports that are still valid
and a reputation for JMU that still draws
archaeological project requests and millions of dollars.
"It amazes me the level of performance
our students can rise to when given the
opportunity;' says Geier. "Everything our
program has accomplished has been the
result of student performance. It was a slate
we had to write on and we did:'
Carole Nash, a student then, now heads
field schools herself. She considers the dig
"a seminal experience." She details austere
life in World War II surplus army tents
with basic latrines and showers. She also
cites the inherent excitement in the
urgency, "working in front of bulldozers,
the lake rising, a sense of responsibility to
learn as much as possible before it was
'inundated' as the Corps put it."
Heading the 2000 reunion along with
alums Cindy Schroer and Sandii HuemannKelly, Nash says, "I never imagined how
important Gathright was to so many people until we began working on a reunion.
For many of us, it was a turning point in
our lives - one that influenced our choice
of career or mate or lifelong friendships. I
feel comfortable in saying that there has
been nothing like it at JMU, before or since."

But lest this all sound too lofty, while
days encompassed hard work, there was
also plenty of R & R. Killer volleyball
games might precede nightly jams - primarily bluegrass - which local musicians
would join. Competitions piled plastic
milk cartons sky-ward - 15 being the
freestanding record. Swimming at Falling
Springs provided an exotic outlet in paradise. Beer and conversations around a campfire or at a nearby hangout eased fatigue
and raised spirits.
And in spite of calorie-burning, muscletoning days, some diggers gained weight.
At three meals a day, six days a week for
12 weeks, new-to-a-kitchen Ron Meliment turned out 15,120 meals for 70 to 80
people. He was a hotel-restaurant management major who liked the outdoors, so
he opted for the cook's job. "Favorites
were quiche, shrimp feasts and a big side
of beef one night a week. 'Frog' said the
only complaint was quantity - they were
gaining weight."

EXCERPTS FROM GATHRIGHT DIG
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Mike Reckard

"Mr. Bil/ville"

5/23/79: After returning to the upper
plateau ... joined by C. Geier and
B. Boyer ... Looking in the area of
BAI 14 and Boyer found a projectile
point in the back dirt of an Iroquois
test pit.
6/12/79: At 11 a.m. we left Fan Dancer
to survey the draw, southwest following
the river down from the Hughes
Draft/Jackson River confluence. Hell of
a climb. Beautiful panoramic views,
but found no sites.
Dee Dee Desarmeaux

7/21/80: Artifact of the Day! Becky
Wood! Yellow jasper glass-like cornernotched base fragment!
Melissa Mcfee

Flooding Lake Moomaw after the dig

In 1979, Jimmy Carter was president; disco was vogue; and Apocalypse Now
and Kramer vs. Kramer reflected American culture at the movies. In 1980, an
airborne mission to free American hostages in Iran failed, and Ronald
Reagan was elected president. Beatie John Lennon was killed in New York,
the NBA adopted 3 points for a field goal and the L .A. Lakers took the
championship. The waters of Lake Moomaw inundated worlds under earth
piled by centuries. But thanks to the diggers of JMU, fragments of those
worlds have been saved and are now part of the historical record.

6/28/79: Dee Dee has just found her 4th
or 5th point from her fire hearth (at
BA3C). Her fire hearth has been full of
good artifacts. Underneath a large slab
of river rock was a mass concentration
of crushed bone connected with the elk
antlers protruding out the sides.
Sandii Huemann-Kelly

5/30/80: (BA 5) My pit is muddy from
underwater seepage from the lake rising ... time is at a premium, so I'm
kicking ass to find the bottom of this pit.
Several pits are flooding from below
... Really glad for this L-0-N-G week
to be over with.
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Caroline Gilmore works in business development and regulatory and technical services at
Quintiles in Durham, N.C.
Joe Hargrove is director of Minnieland Private
Day Schools.
John H. Harvey is the Virginia regional manager
of After Hours by Mitchell's Formalwear.
R. Bruce MacCall is an account manager with
Marketing Specialists in Richmond.
Trixie A. Rasey was promoted to major in the
U.S. Army Reserve. She is the signal officer for
the 411 Engineer Brigade in Newburgh, N.Y. She
and Doug had their first child, Trixie Veronica.
H. E. Rowland was appointed weapon systems
point of contact at the Defense Supply Center in
Richmond working with the Bradley Fighting
Vehicle, TOW missile and the multiple launch
rocket system. He and Kathie live in Midlothian
with their children, Kelsey and Ryann.

1985
Catherine Boyle is a stay-at-home mom with
her two children Jack, 3, and Natalie, 8 months.

Judd Conner is president of !LS National in Pensacola, Fla.
Doug Gochenour earned his master's of divinity
from Regent University.
Thomas Gutzmer is a middle school science
teacher in Henrico County. He and Bridget, a
physical therapist, live in Richmond with their
children, Lauren, 3, and Logan, 5 months.
Maria Lusick Pittarelli is director of HRIS for
Cox Enterprises Inc. She and Ben {'84) live in
Roswell, Ga., with their children, Matthew, 3,
and Olivia, 2.
Phil Vassar is a songwriter and country music
singer. He was named ASCAP's Songwriter of
the Year in 1999.

1988
Timothy McConville, an associate with the law
firm of Wilcox & Savage in Norfolk, was
appointed to the board of directors of the
National Institute for Labor Relations Research,
a non-profit organization in Springfield. He also
currently serves on JMU's Board of Visitors.
Patti Laird Wolf owns Wolf Publications Inc.
and Carroll Creek Marketing Inc. She and Ron
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Shelly Boardman earned her doctorate of musical arts from the University of Georgia. She lives
in Georgia with Stephen {'94) and son, Billy.
Ronique Breaux Jordan and Maj. Rodney Jordan and their IS-month-old son, Rodney II, live
in Kaiserslavtern, Germany. Rodney is assigned
to the Warrior Preparatory Center.
Kelly Reagan Maloney is a third grade teacher at
Coventry Elementary School in Yorktown, where
she lives with Chuck and their children, Michael,
8, and Katie, 6.
Debbie Merritt Mcfarlane is an area sales manager for Aventis Pharmaceutical. She and Neil
live in Richmond.
Michael Rombach is vice president of partner
marketing at America Online in Dulles. Mike
and Martha live in Leesburg with their children,
Shelby, 6, Cullen, 4, Bryan, 2, and Cady, 6
months. Mike is a former student member of the
JMU Board of Visitors.

MILLENNIUM S0CIE1Y
For a gift of $1,000 your name will appear inside the
building on a plaque displaying the names of all
major benefactors to the center. Membership in the
Millennium Society publicly acknowledges the Leeolou Alumni Center's closest circle of friends.
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ames Madison University will soon
have a pennanent home for alumni.
Named for generous benefadors
Steve and Dee Dee Leeolou, the
Leeolou Alumni Center is a 19,000-squarefoot-facility that will provide public spaces
for alumni gatherings and office space for
the alumni staff. The Leeolou Alumni Center
will be conneded to the university's new
Conference Center, which is also under
construction. Opportunities to support the
Leeolou Alumni Center include:

Your engraved paving stone will be set in the
center's upper terrace, where large alumni
events will be held. The handsome 1-foot-square
stones cost $500. Each stone demonstrates significant support of the Leeolou Alumni Center.
Paving stones allow for the name of an individual or organization and a brief message.

BRICK
Engraved bricks will pave the entranceway
to the Leeolou Alumni Center. Each brick costs
$100. Space is available for your name and
class year. Consider purchasing a brick for every
member of your family associated with JMU.

For more information visit www.imu.edu/alumni/pavetheway.html
or call 1-800-296-6162.

John Trumbo is associate creative director of
Abrials & Partners Inc. in Old Town Alexandria.
Yvonne Linton Ruwe is vice president of sales
and marketing/eastern area with the American
Education Corporation.
Patrick M. Wright Sr. is director of information
technology for Time Warner Cable-South Carolina. He and Kandie live in Columbia, S.C., with
son, Patrick, 2.
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Paul Brown produced a year-long C-SPAN
series, American Presidents: Life Portraits, which
examined the lives of all U.S. presidents. The
series received critical acclaim and a Peabody
Award of excellence. Paul is managing producer
for the C-SPAN Networks in Washington, D.C.
Martha Carter-Thornton was named Teacher of
the Year for Staunton City Schools. She was
nominated by her colleagues at Thomas W.
Dixon Elementary.
Tina Shaffer Davidson is a commercial real estate
broker for CB Richard Ellis in the Northern Virginia market and works in Tysons Corner. She
and Rick live in Warrenton with their son, Justin.
Alysoun Richards Goebel, Greg, and daughter,
Taylor moved to Richmond. Alysoun is a fulltime mom and teaches Christian marriage seminars with her parents and coordinates weddings.
Kelly Griswold is director of program management with BellSouth.net in Atlanta.
Page Moorefield Hyler is a part-time speechlanguage pathologist for Professional Therapies
of Roanoke. Bryan ('89) earned his M.B.A. from
Virginia Tech in May and is director of sales and
marketing for Carillion Health Plans. Page and
Bryan live in Roanoke with their children,
Alayna, 4, and Andrew, 7 months.
Stacey L. Moffet earned her M.B.A. from Southern Methodist University. She is senior marketing manager for GTE.
Susan Roos was named an audit partner at
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP in New Jersey. She
and Eric have two children.
Dan Tribastone owns a medical manufacturing
company he established in 1995. He and Michele
live in Charlottesville with son, Brendan.

1989
Scott M. Brown is curator of the Manassas
Museum System.
Kelly Good is financial aid counselor at Randolph-Macon Women's College in Lynchburg.
James Murphy is a senior financial analyst at
Atlanta Gas Light Company in Atlanta.
Todd Murray is vice president and commercial
account officer of First Virginia Bank Southwest
in Radford.
Parker Perkins is investment vice president for
Paine Webber in Danville.
Ken Rand earned his M.B.A. in finance from
Duke University and is a partner and a member
of the board of directors at Riverside Management Group.

Kathy Sood lives in Bowie, Md., with Jim and
their sons, Patrick, 4, and John "Jack" Matthew, 2.

School System. She lives in Chesapeake with her
husband and two daughters.

1990

1992

M. Michelle Britton is director of operations for
DOCTALK Inc. in Jackson Hole, Wyo.

Kerri Beers is a self-employed free-lance writer
in Los Angeles. Husband Chris is a musician.

Michael Hawk is a senior manager at Daleen
Technologies in Boca Raton, Fla.

Phil Caldwell earned a master's degree in social
work from the Catholic University of America.
He is a psychological counselor for the city of
Alexandria Adult Detention Center.

Keith Hontz was recognized with his team by
SAP America in the SAPWorld Magazine for outstanding achievement in launching mySAP.com
workplace to the magazine's sales team.

Shira Goodfellow passed the Professional in
Human Resources examination and is the human

Kris Huey earned her master's in counseling and
human relations from Villanova University. She is
a human resource employee assistance coordinator.
Noelle Reese Manning is director of financial
development at the Chester Family YMCA.
Robert Maxey is assistant cashier and managing
officer of Patrick Henry National Bank's Adams
Farm office in Greensboro, N.C.
Gary Ryan
is
sales
coordinator
for
SANDBOX.com in Manhattan. He and Melissa
live in Toms River, N.J., with their son, Tyler, 3.
John Torregrosa earned a master's in computer
information systems from the University of
Miami and is an investment broker with
PaineWebber in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.

1991
Mark Bowman is a project manager with BoozAllen & Hamilton.
Charles Brotton is a district adjudications officer for the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization
Service sub-office in Fort Smith, Ariz.
Peter M. Dolezal is an attorney and vice president in the equity capital markets group of Bear,
Stearns & Co. Inc in New York City.
Susan Harmon is marketing manager for Ernst
and Young's Richmond office.
Sharon Harris is a financial analyst with ABB
Power T&D Company Inc.
David Jones earned his M.B.A. from the College
of William and Mary. He lives in Minneapolis
and is a marketing strategist for 3M Corp.
Bob Lord is a private banker for Merrill Lynch in
Beverly Hills. He earned his M.B.A. in analytic
finance from the University of Chicago Graduate
School of Business.
Gary Painter is vice principal at Waterman Elementary School in Harrisonburg.
Marguerite L. Roller is assistant principal at
Riverheads Elementary School in Greenville.
Stacy Lynn Rollins earned an M.B.A. from the
University of North Carolina at Charlotte and is
assistant vice president for Bank of America's
audit department.
Cindy Miller Sabato is public relations and
information officer for the Oceanside Unified
~chool District in San Diego, Calif. Husband Ed
ts a U.S. Navy submarine fire control technician.
Sherry Agnew Wtlson was selected Elementary
Teacher of the Year for the Chesapeake Public

SlfflUUAST
RADIO liURU/CIVIC SUPPORTER
"My job is great fun, yet
it challenges me to the
core," says Susanne Fitzpatrick Mowbray ('76),
who since 1992 has served
as general manager of five
VerStandig radio stations in Harrisonburg. In 1999, she was named Professional Woman of the Year by the Working
Women's Forum. The award is given to
honor career achievement and exceptional community service.
Mowbray's voice (though not heard
daily on the radio) is expressed regularly
in the many organizations for which she
volunteers. She is an active member of
the Rockingham Rotary Club, the Rockingham Memorial Hospital Foundation
Committee, the Rockingham United Way
Board of Directors, the National Association of Broadcasters Board of Directors
and the Working Women's Forum. She
also served on JMU President Linwood
H. Rose's Centennial Commission and on
the board of the Duke Club.
"These two JMU organizations need
community viewpoints and perspectives
to add balance to the campus environment," says Mowbray. "I think Dr. Rose
believes that part of JMU's success will
come from successful community partnerships."
After graduation, Mowbray began a
career in radio sales at WKDW/WSGM
in Staunton. She quickly rose through the
ranks and credits her success to her JMU
education. Upon returning to Harrisonburg to work with VerStandig Broadcasting, Mowbray was invited to serve on the
board of the Virginia Association of
Broadcasters. She currently serves as the
association's president and spokesperson.
"I am lucky to work with such active,
creative people because the radio business is so alive and challenging;' says
Mowbray. "John VerStandig is my only
boss, and in this day and time that is
utopia. I am in a wonderful situation
where I can give back to my community
and still enjoy an exciting career."
-Anna Lucas ('OO)
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resource services manager at George Mason University. She and her husband live in Ashburn.
Alan Heffner, Ph.D., graduated as chief resident
of emergency medicine at Carolinas Medical Center. He lives in Norfolk and works on the clinical
faculty of emergency medicine at Ports-mouth
Naval Hospital.

SPELUDHIDli TO SCUBA
Alum HDOWS no llffllTS
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Whether he's climbing Mount Kilimanjaro
or scuba diving in
Belize, Gordon Cruickshank ('82) sets no limits on his quest for
adventure. An experienced rock climber, spelunker and scuba
diver, Cruickshank travels the world in
pursuit of extreme expeditions. As a child,
he climbed Mount Washington, and
since then has tackled Mount Katahdin,
Mount Blanc and Mount Kilimanjaro.
Cruickshank takes at least two climbing trips a year, and says, "Each mountain
has its own personality. Mount Kilimanjaro is very broad, and it's an extended
trek rather than rock scrambling. It's
more of a photographic, serene climb.
My toughest climb so far was Mount
Blanc in France. A snowstorm hit our
party, and we had to build a snow cave to
rest, and continue later. At above 8,000
feet, you're probably going to run into
snow at any latitude."
When Cruickshank comes down
from the high altitudes, he also finds
adventure at the opposite end of the
Earth's spectrum - under the sea. He
was certified in scuba diving after graduation, and he takes annual scuba trips to
exotic locales. His favorite place to dive is
Belize (formerly British Honduras) .
"Scuba diving and climbing are both
beautiful in their own ways;' says Cruickshank, "But, I've always believed in the
balance of life. You have to experience a
number of things to enjoy life to the fullest:'
Cruickshank practices his philosophy
faithfully. He recently took up oil painting and has also earned a black belt in
Kempo karate. To support his adventurous pursuits, Cruickshank gets down-tobusiness overseeing Property Environmental Services. His company is an
environmental research organization that
works with the banking and commercial
real estate industries. Cruickshank and
his associates judge the level of environmental risk on a property and determine
any liabilities for the owners. Cruickshank established the company four years
ago, and he calls on a network of independent contractors and his experiences
in the JMU geology program to succeed
in this competitive field.
-Anna Lucas ('OO)

John Herbst earned his law degree from the
University of Albany Law School and is an associate with Cliffird Chance in London, England.
John Hinshaw is vice president of information
technology for Verizon Wireless.
Keith Koitzsch earned his M.B.A from St.
Joseph's University and is a Web business analyst
for The Vanguard Group in Malvern, Pa.
Tracey Serum Lambeth earned her M.B.A. from
Penn State University in May.

Lara Bohlool Taylor earned her certificate in
paralegal studies from Georgetown University.

1994
Tenley Gwen Bank received a full scholarship for
her English literature Ph.D. program at Drew
University. She and Paul live in Philadelphia,
where he owns a software development firm .
Julie Bragg is a news anchor for WWBT-TV in
Richmond.

Stephanie Loker earned her master's in education.

Carmen Conrey earned the Recognized Dietian
of the Year award from the state of Maryland.

Scott D. Parker is vice president of business
development for LiveListings.com.

Tim Cooke is a business operations manager at
Coleman Research Corp. in Fairfax.

Kenneth Powers is a real estate credit analyst
with California Bank & Trust.

Brookie Crawford is director of tourism and
public relations for the town of Ashland.

Ruben Salazar earned a doctor of musical arts in
composition from the University of Cincinnati in
1998. She and Ruben live in Japan, where she works
for the Sarufutsu Village Board of Education as a
foreign language assistant. She teaches violin and
composes music for the area school system.

David Mellman earned his M.D. and M .S. in
biochemistry from Vanderbilt University School
of Medicine in May. He is serving a one-year
internal medicine internship at Washington
Hospital Center in Washington, D.C.

Raymond Wallace earned a master's in industrial
and organizational psychology from the University of Idaho in December. Wife Jennifer is the
university's government relations coordinator.

19 93
Abilio "Jim" Acosta is a reporter for WBBM-TV
in Chicago.
Karen Harris Bingham earned her master of
arts in music education from George Mason
University in May.

Amity Hovey Monroe earned a master of arts in
community counseling and is a behavioral consultant for individuals with developmental disabilities.

Erica Kasprzyk is a chiropractor and president
of Atlas Chiropractic, P.C.
Huong "Prissie" Thu Nguyen and husband,
Brad Showalter ('93), returned from Papua New
Guinea where they served as Peace Corps volunteers between April 1998 and October 1999.
Huong is a programmer/analyst for CapitalOne
Financial services in Richmond, and Brad
attends Virginia Commonwealth University.

Robert Bingham earned his master's of education in educational leadership from George
Mason University in August 1999.

Deana Hoisington Platt is a program specialist
at the Federal Emergency Management Agency.

Samantha Bishop works in the buying office
for the Navy Exchange. Husband John owns his
own business.

Drew vanEsselstyn is assignment editor for the
sports department of The Washington Post. He
moved to Northern Virginia with wife Nicole
Motley ('95) and their daughter, Abby.

Michael Fansler is an assistant professor and
director of athletic bands/saxophone at Idaho
State University.

Elizabeth P. Wayt is an economic development
analyst for the County of Charleston, S.C.

Paul Hunter earned his master's in business
administration from the Olin School of Business
at Washington University in St. Louis, Mo. He is
an associate product manager with Searle Pharmaceuticals in Chicago.
Suzanne M. Lahey is director of campaign strategy for Alladvantage.com in Hayward, Calif.
Joseph Leardi is an operations officer stationed
in Schweinfurt, Germany, after completing an
assignment in Kosovo.

Igor Zotkin is a service delivery manager with
Novell.

1995
Danielle Caffo Wells is a pediatric intensive care
unit staff R.N. at the University of Virginia
Hospital. Chris ('97) teaches a human anatomy
course at JMU.
Rayne Dennis is a TV producer for WEB.
Ian Dunnington is vice president of sales for
Knowlogy Corp in Falls Church. He and Renee
live in Potomac Falls.

Stacia Lee Macklin is a licensed social worker
and supervisor of the In-Home Family Services
program of United Methodist Family Services.
She and Rodney ('96) live in Richmond.

Rick Fore is director of information technology
for the City of Charlottesville.

Paulene Pakidis is an undergraduate career
adviser at the University of Texas at Austin.

Chad Ginder is a second lieutenant in the
USMC. He is an air intelligence officer based at
Marine Corps Air Station Cherry Point. He and
Lesley live in Havelock, N.C.

Joseph Shelby is a software engineer for ISX
Corp. in Arlington.
Scott Smedley is an associate producer for
Turner Network Television in Atlanta, Ga.

Kirsten Haack is special sections manager forGlamour magazine. She creates, sells and designs
special features for advertising partners and secures
music, TY, and film celebrities for feature articles.

Thomas Kuster returned to JMU as assistant athletic trainer for the men's basketball team last fall.
Emily Levenson earned a master's of science in

nursing from the Medical College of Virginia in
December. She passed the Virginia state boards
and is now a licensed nurse practioner specializing in obstetrics and gynecology.
Tracy McEvilly earned her law degree in May
1998 and practices with the firm of Cooper, Rose
& English in Summit, N.J.
Jonathan Rhudy was promoted to senior associate in the technology practice group at Carter
Ryley Thomas Public Relations & Marketing
Counsel in Richmond, one of the largest public
relations agencies in the Southeast.
Jeremy Schuchert is administrator at Heritage

Hall, a skilled nursing facility.
Alison Sutton-Ryan is an adolescent therapist in

Tucson, Ariz.
Phil Travers passed the Texas licensed professional counselor examination.

1997
Heather Blackwell is an account manager for

Direct Mail Solutions in Richmond.
Sara Lynn Ebbers is director of Christian educa-

tion at New Philadelphia Moravian Church in
Winston-Salem, N.C.
Shawn Harper is a U.S. Army air defense pla-

toon leader.
Amy Illingworth is a Spanish and history teacher

for the San Diego Unified School District.
Susan Alice Martin earned a master's in clinical

psychology from Eastern Illinois University in May.
Christina Maycen earned a Jaw degree from

Widener University School of Law in Wilmington, Del. and is an associate at Werb & Sullivan.
Stephanie McElwee is a speech-language patholo-

gist with Rehabilitation Associates of Connecticut.
T. Greg Nishanian earned a master's in biology
from Virginia Commonwealth University.
Christopher B. Smith is a consultant with

1998
Maggie Lee Charlton earned a master's in edu-

cation from Old Dominion University and
teaches first grade at Norfolk Academy.
Nicholas D. DiPalma is a graphic designer for

WETA (PBS).
Kevin Finch is a special education instructional

aide with the Marietta City Schools.
Regina Hall earned her master's in health

administration from the Medical University of
South Carolina. She is a Web coordinator for
Inova Health System.
Kim Hellman is assistant coach of the women's

soccer team at Southwestern College and for a
local soccer club in southern California. She is
also a consultant to a soccer store chain, SoccerCrazy & More.
Kristine Hinck is an account executive for

Caster Communications in Providence, R.I.
Jessie Johnson earned a master's in physical

therapy from Shenandoah University in May.
Adrian Leary earned a master's in ecology from

Penn State University in May 1999. He is an
environmental chemist with Oxford Engineers
in Troopen, Pa.
Carrie Lahnstein, O.D., graduated from optom-

Andersen Consulting.
Sherry Lynne Squaires is director of OFFICE
Team at Robert Half Inc. in Charlotte, N.C.

19 9B
Keith E. Bowen is the lead logistics analyst for

Deere & Company in Atlanta, Ga.
James Dyson Jr. is a senior telecommunications

recruiter for CA Consulting Inc.
Owen Harleman completed officer training can-

didates school and was commissioned as second
lieutenant in the USMC Reserves in April. He is
stationed in Quantico with Shannon and their
daughter, Chloe.
Kate Hoffman is a college recruiter for TWR
S&ITG in Fairfax.
Angela Krum works for McCall's magazine in
New York City. She and Petar Drakulich live in

Hoboken, N.J. He earned a master's from Rutger's University in May.
Drew Miller spent the summer traveling through
Europe exploring the Alps and running with the
bulls in Pamplona. He is an English teacher in
the Shenandoah Valley.
Marcus Ordonez is county parks and recreation
director for Shenandoah County.

etry school and is moving to Houston, Texas, to
begin residency in pediatric optometry.

Melissa Palladino is an associate producer for

Kenneth H. Pedersen works for Wells Fargo Bank.

Allen Saunders is a computer scientist for the

Kristin Ross completed a double master's degree

program in psychological counseling and organized psychology at Columbia University. She
lives in Manhattan and is a college adviser at a
private school for the gifted in New York City.

CNN Special Projects in Atlanta, Ga.
Naval Research Laboratory in Washington, D.C.
Daniel Steeper was named coordinator of Sports

Clubs and Camps at James Madison University.
Alana Takeuchi is a project engineer in the

hydroform department at DANA in Reading, Pa.

Scott Schuch! is a sales executive for NeoNet

Stephen Wesson is a technical recruiter with

Securities in New York City.

APEX Systems Inc. in San Bruno, Calif.

Jimmy Tsiarnis traveled to Tibet to take part in

Timothy Whelsky is a career specialist and aca-

an expedition to climb Mt. Everest and remove
20 tons of garbage left by previous expeditions.
Damien Walke is a captain in the U.S. Army.

demic adviser at JMU.
Joanne Wolford earned her master's in educa-

tion specializing in instructional technology.

OREHESTRATIDli EH[EllEDEE
Laura Mulligan Thomas
('82) was named orchestral

director of the Charlottesville High School Orchestra
immediately after graduating from JMU. She inherited a small program of eight string players, but under her direction, the now
award-winning high school orchestra has
grown to nearly 100 students. In 1999,
Thomas and 80 of her students traveled
to Europe to compete in the International Youth and Music Festival. Having
won a number of American competitions, the orchestra was still not sure
what to expect at an international festival.
Competing with groups from 26 countries, Thomas' orchestra was the only string
ensemble comprised entirely of students
from one school. They placed second at
the event, upstaged only by an exclusive
Australian regional college ensemble.
"When we heard that we had made
the finals, my kids were jumping up and
down and screaming with joy," says
Thomas. 'TU never forget it. It was such
an honor to have placed second in this
prestigious event - kind of like winning
a silver medal at the Olympics."
Thomas' individual efforts in building the orchestra program along with her
teaching abilities have also been recognized. In 1998, she was chosen as Charlottesville's Woman of the Year for her
work with student musicians, and she
was also honored as an Outstanding
Educator in Central Virginia.
Modestly, Thomas credits the media
with inspiring her honors. "The orchestra
and I received quite a lot of publicity as
we prepared to travel to Europe;' she says.
"We became somewhat well-known in the
community, and everyone rallied around
us like a championship football team."
Thomas confesses that when she
accepted the orchestra director position,
she planned to teach for a few years and
move on to another musical challenge. "I
guess I didn't realize how rewarding my
work would be;' she says, "but I have the
greatest job in the world. I get paid to do
what I love all day, and I get to see rewards
through my students' achievements!'
At JMU, Thomas planned to major in
piano, but she was offered a scholarship
to play her secondary instrument, cello.
"JMU offers an ideal undergraduate music
experience because of the strong faculty,
their high performance standards and
numerous ensemble opportunities," says
Thomas. "JMU was my first and only
choice for college and it was a wonderful
experience. I credit my successes to my
professors Sam Cross, John Cryder and
Ben Wright."
- Anna Lucas ('00)
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Casey Yu received a master's of education in
counseling psychology from JMU in May. She is
an area coordinator of residential life at Wesleyan University in Middletown, Conn.
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She doesn't have a
glamorous job, but Kristen Cooney ('85) says that
she can "see the rewards
of her service immediately." Cooney has trudged
through rivers in the pouring rain and
contracted illnesses such as pneumonia
and dysentery - but nothing keeps her
from completing her duties as director of
women's empowerment and senior population policy adviser in Haiti. Cooney's
mission falls under the auspices of the
United States Agency for International
Development.
She is responsible for implementing
and monitoring a strategy for women's
empowerment, including ensuring that
women's concerns are addressed appropriately in all areas of Haitian life - economic growth, education, justice, democracy, population, health and nutrition.
She also works on projects for improving
literacy, and educating women on reproductive health, breastfeeding, and maternal
and child health issues.
Through her work with USAID,
Cooney has traveled to 25 countries, where
she has survived coups, civil wars and
various stages of political unrest. "They
say that if you've touched one person and
made a difference in his or her life, you've
done something special," says Cooney.
"That is how I feel about my work in Haiti.
When I worked with breastfeeding mothers and heard their stories of how earlier
children had died because they weren't
breastfed, I knew I was making a difference:'
Haitians have been subjected to torture and slavery throughout the country's
violent history. "In a country where the
life expectancy is only 55 years, adult literacy is only 35 percent and only three
million of its 7.5 million people have jobs,
I see my work as extremely important;'
adds Cooney.
After graduating with a double major
in political science and French, Cooney
headed to Georgetown University where
she earned a master's degree. Since then,
she has worked for USAID, the independent federal agency that conducts
foreign assistance and humanitarian aid
to advance the political and economic
interests of the United States. "I had lots
of encouragement from my professors at
JMU, especially political science professor Glenn Hastedt. He helped me set my
course and achieve my goal of international service."
Cooney lives in Port-au-Prince with
her 3-year-old daughter, Marley.

- Kara Carpenter ('OO)

1999
Emily Baas is an English teacher at Buffalo Gap
High School. Gysbertus ('92) is a professor at JMU.
Jim Barrett is a network provisioner for Transaction Network Services Inc. in Reston.
Asa Orin Bishop III is an IT specialist with IBM
in Raleigh, N.C.
Kelly Bishop is a foreign service special agent for
the U.S. Department of State in Washington, D.C.
Kristen Boyer is a graphic designer and Web
developer and owns Boyer Webscaping in Harrisonburg.
Brett Burnam is an IT associate with Capita!One
in Glen Allen.
Penny Burwell is a human resources associate
for First Union National Bank in Charlotte, N.C.

Kris Susanne Garfinkle ('90) to Derek Huey,
10/16/99.
Mark Bowman ('91) to Arnie Ferguson, 5/5/00.
Kerri Shea ('92) to Chris Beers, 6/ 24/00.
H. Dandridge Campbell ('92) to Carey Ann Hynson, 6/10/00.
Anissa DeLyn Lear ('92) to Matthew Wayne
Powers, 3/20/99.
Kerri Shea ('92) to Chris Beers, 6/ 24/00.
Marilynne Eder ('93) to Steven Alan Specht,
11/7/99.
Joseph Leardi ('93) to Joan Cummings, 4/29/00.
Leon "Lee" G. Ray Jr. ('93) to Janell Stouder
Espich, 8/28/99.
Thomas Edward Rivers Jr. ('93) to Hope Renee
Epps, 4/29/ 00.
Samantha Somers ('93) to John Bishop, 2/19/00.
Alicia Stevens {'93) to Sean Williams, 5/13/00.

Denis Chirles is the co-branding marketing
manager for Solutions Media/SpinRecords.com
in Carlsbad, Calif.

Tenley Gwen Bank ('94) to Paul Joseph Diefenbach, Ph.D., 9/25/99.

Jacqueline Cisternino is a senior staff writer
with First Marketing in Pompano Beach, Fla.

Deana Hoisington ('94) to Andrew Platt, 4/29/00.

Aspa Clark is an account executive for JMJ
Corp. Daniel is youth a director for Third Presbyterian Church in Richmond.
Lori Colvin is a business office manager with
Shenandoah Nursing Home in Fishersville.

Christina M. Frey ('94) to Jeffrey A. Cohn, 4/8/00.
Amity Kirstin Hovey ('94) to Arthur Monroe,
4/8/ 00.
Tamara Kelsey ('94) to Michael Leopold, 3/ 18/00.
David Mellman ('94) to Beatriz Herrera 12/99.
Jeremy Rhett ('94) to Jennifer Sharpe ('93),
4/29/00.

Beth Graf earned a master's in social work from
Virginia Commonwealth University in May.

Sharon Stow ('94) to Jim Acosta ('93), 9/11/99.

John Hutchison is an administrative assistant
with Sheltering Arms Hospital in Mechanicsville.

Danielle Caffo ('95) to Chris Wells ('97), 10/16/99.

Tharun Karthikeyan is a researcher for the University of Pittsburgh.
Wendy Maybury graduated from the Hallmark
Institute of Photography in Turners Falls, Mass.,
and is a photographer in New York City.
Danielle Moore is a MIS analyst with Capita!One
in Richmond.

Sarah Barry {'95) to Fred Shane, 10/10/99.
Madonna Chiu ('95) to Peter J Monahan, 6/24/00.
Jason Pearman Crawford {'95) to Judith Marie
Meikle, 7/8/00.
Carrie Michelle Dunn ('95) to Christopher
Pasquarello, 3/25/00.
Amanda Lowthian ('95) to Nathan Bolster, 5/6/00.
Sandra Maddox {'95) to Bruce Barton, 4/29/00.
Tracy McEvilly ('95) to Todd Julian, 8/ 27/99.

Amanda Leigh Schraner teaches English as a second language to teens and adults in Bologna, Italy.

Christina J. Quale ('95) to Capt. Tim Merry,
1/22/ 00.

Karin Sonntag is an administrative assistant. She
most recently served as an au pair in Switzerland.

Christine Marie Wesson {'95) to Anthony Erin
Choate, 2/ 5/ 00.

Jessica Statton is a technical recruiter specializing in ERP, Callcenter and IT solutions, and
graphic design and ontology.

Kelly J. Flood ('96) to Ryan M. Zimmerman,
5/13/00.

WEDDINGS

Jessica Beck ('96) to Bradley Cooke, 4/29/00.

Margaret "Maggie" Lee ('96) to William Charlton,
6/20/98.
Jennifer Leet ('96) to David Gilpert II, 4/29/00.
Adrian Leary ('96) to Kathleen McCarthy, 6/99.

1980s
Kelly C. Bowers ('82) to Jeffrey A. Teitel, 2/6/00.
Lori Mobayed ('83) to Jonathan Nelson, 11/26/99.

Brian Rossmann ('96) to Jennifer Brooks, 4/15/00.
Brian Dean Conway ('97) to Lisa Marie Nimmich, 4/8/00.

Carole Geibel ('83) to John Polise, 4/22/00.

Mindy S. Fisher ('97) to Daniel P. Goodall, 5/13/00.

Julie Perez Brockell ('87) to Don Boone, 7/24/99.

Kimberly Danielle Shuford ('97) to Ryan Childerstone Frost, 6/ I 0/00.

Cindy L. Gaines ('88) to Marc D. Setien, 10/2/99.
James Dyckman Murphy ('89) to Christian Lorraine Tyndall, 3/4/00.

1990s
Thomas Payne Dahl ('90) to Kristin Lynn Fain,
9/25/99.

Angela Krum ('98) to Petar Drakulich, 7/22/00.
Melissa Lee Miller ('98) to Brad Douglas Jenkins ('99), 4/1/00.
Julie Anne Raymer ('98) to Paul Wash, 5/13/00.
Aspa Kathleen Christodoulou ('99) to Daniel
Forrest Clark, 3/11/00.

Lindsey Elizabeth Keenan ('99) to Sam2el Chad
Garber, 1/29/00.
Katherine Tolley ('99) to Michael Rizzo ('98),
5/27/00.
Emily Victoria Snead ('99) to Gysbertus Jan
Baas ('92), 4/8/00.
Alison Leigh Stephen ('99) to Kyle Patrick
Miller. 5/27/00.

Fuuu nous
1980s
DavidJ.Martin ('SO) and Marylou, a son, Jonathan
David, 4/8/00.
Karen Dishman Peters ('80) and Scott, a son,
Matthew Scott, 12/29/99.
Bob Lancaster ('81) and Terri McDaniel, a daughter, Ayana "Grace", was adopted from Kazakhstan
on 5/17/00.
Anne Murphy Grant ('82) and Michael, a daughter, Caitlin Alice, 9/28/99.
Kathryn Eye Mumma ('82) and Steve, a daughter, Olivia Claire, on 5/7/00.
R. Craig Gallagher ('83) and Pam ('87), a son R.
Craig Jr., 3/2/99.
Barbara Hoffman Benvenuto ('84) and Joe, a
son, Vincent Hoffman, 12/15/99.
Catherine Lynn Hargett ('84) and Patrick
Showalter, a daughter, Rylee Catherine, 3/31/00.
Trixie A. Rasey ('84) and Doug Leto, a daughter,
Trixie Veronica, 1/3/00.
H.E. Rowland ('84) and Kathie, a daughter, Ryann
Meaghan, 3/ 14/00.
Diane Staron Symmes ('84) and Art, a son, Luke
Steven, 9/24/99.
Catherine Schuermann Boyle ('85) and Barney,
a daughter, Natalie Nicole, 12/21/99.
Margery Bogen-Campbell ('85) and Wayne, a son,
Noah James, 10/7/99.
Sheila Carney ('85) and Michael, a son, Aidan
Thomas, 4/27/00.
Daniel J. Quigley ('85) and Karen, a daughter,
Emma Elizabeth, 4/15/00.
Tim Veltman ('85) and Heidi, a daughter, Allison "Ally" Layton, 6/22/99.
Joan Kovalchick Harvey ('86) and James ('87), a
daughter, Emily Louise, 10/3/99.
Kathleen "Kitty'' Parrott Pratt ('86) and Ernie, a
daughter, Virginia Kathleen, 4/1/00.
Linda Hine Schilling ('86) and Todd, a daughter,
Logan Margaret, 2/15/00.
Darrell Alexander ('87) and Stella, twin daughters, Libbie Scott and Catherine Vaden, 12/3/99.
Marcy Brizzolara ('87) and Mark Smith, a daughter, Marissa Grace, 5/25/00.
Sylvia Wells Chmelko ('87) and Mark, a son, Colin
Miles, 3/2/00.
Martha Seals Rombach ('87) and Michael, a
daughter, Cady Madden, 2/24/00.
Anne Broberg Scholberg ('87} and Rick ('86), a
daughter, Tara Rose, 2/3/00.
Elizabeth Graham Shuler ('87) and Lee, a daughter, Grace Elizabeth, 2/18/00.

Helene Loen Winters ('87) and Kevin, a daughter, Madeline Irene, 4/26/00.
Page Moorefield Hyler ('88) and Bryan ('89), a
son, Andrew Bryan, 5/10/00.
Stacy Gibbons Ibarra ('88) and Dante, a son,
Andrew Dante, 3/11/00.
Brian Sullivan ('88) and Jodie, a son, Kyle T.,
8/9/99.
Andrew Thomas ('88) and Suzette Panaggio, a
son, Garrett Andrew, 12/21/99.
Dan Tribastone ('88) and Michele, a son, Brendan, 10/99.
David Campbell ('89) and Kristin Macinnes, a
daughter, Sophie, 4/00.
Amy Reinhardt Fagerli ('89) and Dan ('87) , a
son, Owen Bruce, 2/25/00.
Jeffery Mallory ('89) and Diana a son, Eli Benjamin, 1/2 1/00.
Jason Matechak ('89) and Errin, a son, John
"Jack" Foster, 7/5/99.
Elizabeth Greenwood Versprille ('89) and Jeff, a
daughter, Delaney Elizabeth, 2/2/00.

1990s
Don M. Bell ('90) and Jennifer, a daughter, Maggie Marie, 5/23/00.
Michelle Livingston Gottlieb ('90) and Joe, a
son, Jeffrey Lee, 4/18/00.
Kay Baker Huband ('90) and Neal, a son,
William Anderson, 2/9/00.
Gail Weaver Schalow ('90) and Dale, a son, Evan
Dale, 3/19/00.
William Sisson ('90) and Catherine, a son,
Daniel Boykin, 5/ 10/00.
Beth Holder Sodie ('90) and Eron, a daughter,
Abby Elizabeth, 5/28/99.
Ronda Cox Stump ('90) and Mike, a son, Eric
Steven, 4/5/00.
Louise Gill Bartley ('91) and Ryan, a daughter,
Cecelia Lynn, 5/4/00.
Rachel Towers Cole ('91) and Dan ('87), twin
daughters, Rebecca Hayley and Madeline
Brooke, 3/20/00.
R.J. Davis ('91) and Heidi, a daughter, Spencer
Madison, 12/11/99.
Stacy Phelps Fisher ('91) and Clay ('92), a son,
Evan William, 5/16/00.
Tonya Thompson Garber ('91) and Scott, a son,
Eston Scott, 2/28/00.
Heidi Berry Gentry ('91) and Bill, a son, Samuel
Benjamin, 3/7/00.
Sharon Mosley Harris ('91) and Whitney, a son,
Kenneth Levi, 7/23/99.
Kerry Nadwodny Heck ('91) and Roy, a son,
Andrew Robert, 3/13/00.
Rose Mary Jordan ('91) and Rusty, a daughter,
Jessica Anne, l/13/00.
Russ Newman ('91) and Faith, a son, Brant
David James, 3/15/00.
John Sherman ('91) and Kimberly Counts, a
son, Joel Howard, 5/11/00.
Scott A. Todd ('91) and Laurie Roselli, a son,
Ryan James, 3/7/00.
Melissa Wiesman Tugwell ('91) and Gary, a
daughter, Sydney Garyn, 4/18/00.

Tamara Newton Cooper ('92) and Michael, a
daughter, Georgia Catherine, l/22/00.
Lawrence Cotter ('92) and Elizabeth, a daughter,
Carolyn Elizabeth, 4/18/00.
Nicole Rice Craig ('92) and Tom, a son, Thomas
Michael, 3/30/00.
Laura Gayle Snoddy Davis ('92) and Samuel, a
son, Samuel Clayton Jasper, 2/25/00.
Lee Dewey ('92) and Carrie Janssen, a son, Seth
Hartley, 3/13/00.
Mark Dougue ('92) and Sandra Lutz, a son,
Sean Winston, 5/25/00.
Sarah Fleig Harmon ('92) and Joe, Shannon Joyce,
4/10/00.

liO EAST YOUDli mAn,
FOR ARliUfflEDT'S SAHE
Eric Minkove ('99)
traveled to Japan as
the only undergraduate member of the
National Communication Association's International Debate
Team in 1999. Minkove and his debating
partner, Max Schnurer, (a doctoral student at the University of Pittsburgh)
traveled to seven Japanese cities not to
win debates, but to teach others successful debating skills. Minkove and Schnurer
taught presentational speaking, analytical
thinking and other formal debate techniques to members of several English as
Second Language Clubs.
The debating duo met with students
and businessmen alike. "Interacting and
spending time with the students was the
best part of the trip;' says Minkove.
"Businessmen in Japan focus on diplomacy and harmony, whereas most Americans place their focus on personal success. It was interesting to delve into a
completely different culture."
Minkove began debating in the eighth
grade, and says he "loves the competition:'
In fact, he thrives on it. Minkove finished
a challenging curriculum and received
his finance degree in only three years.
Professor of speech communication
Barbara Pickering says, "Eric qualified for
the national college debate team in each
of his three years at JMU. As a senior, he
was a big contributor to the entire speech
communication program. His individual
work with the international team exemplifies JMU's tradition of success in the
field of debate."
Minkove was chosen for the international debate team from among eight finalists during an intensive, four-day tryout
session in October 1998. Debaters were
judged on their mock debating skills and
their social skills. Minkove's composure
helped him win a spot on the team since,
"nothing could shake him," according to
one of the judges.
- Karen Boxley ('01)
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Brian W. Hickman ('92) and Julia Terrell ('90),
a son, Evan William, 3/ 17/00.
John Kenyon Jr. ('92) and Colleen, twin sons,
Michael Patrick and Joseph Ryan, 4/8 -9/00.
Stephen J. Klacik ('92) and Megan Farley, Owen,
3/20/00.
Ted Lacy ('92) and Stephanie Keffer('93) , a son,
Noah , 4/22/00.
Christopher T. Leggett ('92) and Jeannine, a
daughter, Gabrielle Morgan, 12/6/99.
Paula Harahan Polglase ('92) and Geoff ('85), a
son, Benjamin Hampton, 3/6/00.
Robert Allen Rentz ('92) and Stephanie, a
daughter, Katherine Elizabeth, 1/28/00.
Susan Thomas Rowe ('92) and Jeffrey ('91), a
daughter, Liza Ellen, 4/20/99.
Rhonda Thompson ('92) and Kevin, a son, Aaron
Joseph, 5/21/99.
Raymond Wallace ('92) and Jennifer, a son, Adam
Rya n, 9/17/99.
Christine Alexander Willard ('92) and Jeffrey, a
daughter, Carson Noelle, 9/ 12/99.

Perry (Perault) Baltasar {'93) and George, a
daughter, Macy Riera, 3/2/00.
Hope Hodsdon Booth ('93) and Liam ('92) , a
son, Jackson Richard, 11 /23/99.
Douglas Echols ('93) and Christy Rose ('94), a
daughter, Kayla Michelle, 3/13/00.
Lisha Joseph Gilliam ('93) and Cameron, a son,
Hunter Pratt, 7/20/99.
Alison Harris Hodges ('93) and Thomas, a son,
Colin Jon, 3/20/00.
Erica Zubrin Janowitz ('93) and Jason, a son, Evan
Aidan, 9/19/99.
Paul Kanala ('93) and Gina, a daughter, Cambree
lrelynn, 5/24/00.
Stacie Funk Kelley ('93) and Dan, a daughter,
Lydia Kathryn, 9/7/99.
Elissa Gellis Mast ('93) and Chris, a daughter,
Ellie Janel, 3/16/00.
Patrick O'Connor ('93) and Karen Baker O'Connor, a son, Sean Joseph, 3/29/00.
Doug Rose ('93) and Sarah, a son, Aaron Joseph,
6/9/99.

vntGINIA

II
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Susan Firth Barry ('94) and John ('95), a daughter, Sarah Joanne, 5/22/00.
Michelle Stough Coffey ('94) and Darren ('92),
a daughter, Leah Kemper, 8/14/99.
Vashti Leonard Curtis ('94) and Darrin, a
daughter, Taylor, 2/ 17/00.
Tracey Siska Langpaul ('94) and Charles, a
daughter, Mallory Siska Langpaul, 5/5/00.
Randy Moran ('94) and Julie Ackert, a son,
Julian James, 5/20/00.
Thomas Craig Stallings ('94) and Susan Seidnitzer ('95), a daughter, Hayley Elizabeth, 4/6/00.
Kimberly Duck Symmers ('94) and Jamie, a son,
Peyton Jordan, 4/24/00.
Andrew Wtley ('94) and Trina, a son, Noah
Andrew, 7/25/99.
Karen Harris Bingham ('95) and Robert ('93), a
daughter, Caroline Elizabeth, 4/7/00.
David Brown ('95) and Melissa Miller, a son,
Jalen Garrett, 4/21/00.
Rebekah Lynard Cox ('95) and Cole, a daughter,
Nicole Rebekah, 5/11/00.
Lesley Scarborough Ginder ('95) and Chad, a
son, Zachary James, 2/26/00.
Jason Keller ('95) and Mary Hayes, a son, Simon
James, 1/25/00.
Cathie Boezer McCann ('95) and Michael, a
daughter, Madison Steele, 7/8/99.
Sandy Wiltgen Barnes ('96) and Christopher, a
daughter, Anna Sangson, 5/1/00.
Valerie DePietri Barrett ('96) and Robert, a
daughter, Abigail Sumpter, 2/25/00.
Owen Harleman ('98) and Shannon, a daughter,
Chloe Sage, 4/5/00.
Sarah Beth Dickerson Taylor ('98) and Bobby, a
daughter, Elizabeth Grace, 10/10/99.
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JMU PRIDE -

SCHOLARSHIPS
. ~~en you purchase a James Madison University
V1rg1nia State license plate, $15 of your $25 annual fee
supports scholarships for current JMU students!
Available now at: www.jmu.edu/alumni/JMU Plate.html
or call the Office of Alumni Relations for details at: 888-JMU-ALUM

IN MEMDRIUM
Helen Jackson Eagle ('25) of Manassas, 4/21/00.
Gladys Netherland Page ('26) of Lynchburg,
3/7/00.
Mary Louise Schlosser ('27) of Gordonsville,
2/21/00.
Nettie Tucker Yowell {'30) of Boyce, 4/11/00.
Catherine Coleman Crim Miller ('32) of New
Market, 4/20/00.
Mary Blankenship Humbert ('35) of Mebane,
N.C., 5/1/00.
Frances Cottrell Lyne ('37) of Culpeper, 3/2/00.
Alice Gilliam Szigeti ('39) of Cedarfield, 5/4/00.
Arthur Stephen Keller ('52) of Huston, 4/30/00.
Flora Bray Howell ('53) of Chesapeake, 2/19/00 .
Anna Virginia Burner ('59) of Luray, 6/5/00.
John Allen Kagey ('69) of Edinburg, 10/6/99.
Wtlliam Esterly Bryan ('71) of Dayton, 5/31 /00.
Joseph Patrick Hiney {'92) of McGaheysville,
6/2/00.
Andrew Benton McDonald ('94) of Stephens
City, 4/12/00.

C O NNECTIONS
UNIVERSITY INFORMATION
JMU Home Page: www.jmu.edu/

Explore the links. More pages are coming
online every day.

Tear out this guide and keep it
handy 1n your phone book.

Parents Council and the arboretum please
call (540) 568-3193 or find us on the
Web at www.jmu.edu/ external/parents
or e-mail us at parent~jmu.edu

News and Evems:

www.jmu.edu/mediarel/releases.html
Main Campus Phone Number:

(540) 568-6211
University lnfom,ation:

(540) 568-4636 or JMU-INFO
Event Cenrer: http://events.jmu.edu
Admissions:

(540) 568-6147, Via the web, connect
from the JMU home page
Continuing Education: (540) 568-7088

ARTS AND LECTURES
Theater, dance, galleries, music and lectures: Box Office (540) 568-7000
MATH AND SCIENCE
Life Science Museum, Mineralogy
Museum. Wells Planetarium and lectures:
Information (540) 568-3508
OFFICE OF PARENT AND
CONSTITUENT RELATIONS
Parents are part of the JMU community.
For information about Parents Weekend,

fOIN THE ALUMNI ACTION
Address: JMU Office of Alum ni Relations

Chandler Hall, Suite 133,
MSC 0302
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
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FESTIVE OCCASIONS
JMUvs. Richmond Football Tailgate • Nov.
11, 2000
Winter Commencement • Dec. 15. 2000
James Madison Day • March 15, 2001
(250th anniversary of his birthday) Speaker:
U.S. Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas

DIVISION OF DEVELOPMENT
Make a difference. You can invest in
JMU's future by making a gift that benefits academic programs and scholarships.
Please contact the Division of University
Development for more information.
Phone:
[800] 296-6162
[540] 568-3196
Fax:
[540] 574-4076
E-mail:
giving~jmu.edu
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Reach the right people

•

Madison

MONIKER

DUKE CLUB OFFICE
[540] 568-6461
[540] 568-6420
E-mail:
dukeclub~jmu.edu
Home page: www.jmu.edu/dukeclub
Through the Duke Club. thousands of
alumni, parents, friends and businesses
support JMU's student athletes in the
classroom and on the field of play.
Phone:

Fax:

DUKES IN-DEPTH
Sports Hot Une: (540) JMU-6397

For scores and highlights (updated regularly)
Home Page:

www.jmu.edu/sportsinfo/
Find news releases, team rosters, schedules.
results, ticket information. coaches' biographies and e-mail addresses
E-mail: sports-info~jmu.edu
For information and inquiries
Phone: (540) 568-6154
Sports Media Relations welcomes
inquiries, comments and suggestions.

MONTPELIER

JMU's quarterly university news and
human interest magazine reaches 70,000
alumni, parents. faculty and staff members,
friends, and donors. (540) 568-3191;
E-mail: montpelier~jmu.edu and online:
<www.jmu.edu/montpelier>

HEY

If your child [or your pet) is a Madison,
Duke or a James namesake, please
share the particulars. Include contact
information, class year. child's [or pet 's)
full name, birth date and the reason you
chose the Madison Moniker. Tally updated
on the Monty webzine. Grand totals in
an upcoming issue of Montpelier.

The JMU Alumni Association supports
the univers1iy mission by providing alumni
w1ih programs and activ1iies like career
networking, alumni chapters, reunions.
Homecoming and continuing education.

(540) 568-6234
Toi flee: (888) JMU-ALUM
Fax:
(540) 568-3494
E-maB:
alumni_link~jmu.edu
Home Page: www.jmu.edu/alumni/
Phone:

DUKES!

Are you carrying on the JMU spirit with
a Madison Moniker?

Montpelier Magazine
James Madison University
MSC 57 18
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

~------~------ -------------,
otta new job?

The alumni office welcomes news for class notes that is
no more than a year old. Please send notice after weddings
and births have occurred and after degrees have been
completed. Is this a wedding notice? Did you remember to
include both spouses' names (including maiden), class years,
wedding date and hometown? Is this a birth announcement? Did you remember to include both parents' names,
class years, child's name and birth date?

Please submit your class note to the Office of Alumni Relations.

ou just get married?

CLASS NOTE

Is there an addition to.
Let your classmates know what's going on in y

J.
Full Name

(include maiden) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Class Year

Address _________________ _ __ _ _ _ _ _
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: home (

47

phone: 540-568-7520
E-mail: montpelier@jmu.edu

State _ ___ ZIP _ _ __

work(

E-mail - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- -- - - - - - - Spouse (include maiden) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

JMU Class Year _ __

Please anticipate that it will take approximately six
months, or two issues, for your class note to appear
in Montpelier. We appreciate your patience.

L--------------------------------------------~
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THE MAN. THE LOGO.
You've probably noticed that the university has adopted a new logo featuring
the man himself. That's because James Madison was arguably the greatest
of our founding fathers. After all, he was the one who combined
intellectual creativity with the savvy to turn ideas into action. And that
ability is the most important characteristic of American citizenship.
So JMU celebrates him with this new logo.

J1.Mfs5oN

U N IVE RS I T Y®

But wait. Don't put your T-shirts and mugs on eBay until
JMU makes its yearlong transition from the old cupola
logo. After all, you want to get the most for your collector's
items, while the university minimizes the expense of the
changeover. But make no mistake about JMU's commitment to
honor Madison's legacy. He deserves it.

c.71
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800 S. Main St.
Harrisonbu rg, VA 22807
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